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Volume =Will No. 21 In Our 97th Year
SWEEPSTAKES—The Calloway County High Speech Team compiled a
total of 359 points to take first place sweepstakes honors in the 6th Annual
Russellville Speech Tournament held Saturday. Union Co. placed second
scoring 315 points, Trigg Co. ranked third with 296 points and &Aft Cen-
tral took fourth place with 262 points. Twenty-four schools from Kentucky
To what extent has the rising cost of
living affected residents of Calloway
County during the last five years?
How large an income does a local
family have to have these days to equal
the purchasing power it had in 1970?
A great deal more, according to data
obtained from the Conference Board,
the Department of Labor and others. In
the five-year period, they show, the
purchasing power of the dollar eroded
by more than 23 cents, continuing the
long-time trend in that direction. In
terms of the 1549 dollar, for example, it
is now worth only 48 cents.
Added to the unrelenting rise in the
cost of goods and services has been the
increase in taxes, especially for Social
Security.
All in all, the average family needs to
be making nearly 40 per cent more than
it did five years ago to maintain the
same standard of living.
For Calloway County families that
had an income of $6,500 in 1970, ap-
proximately $9,100 would be required
today. Those that had $8,500 then need
News Analysis
$11,900 now. Those in the $10,000
bracket have to have $14,000 and the
ones at the $15,000 level, $21,000.
Fortunately for most local families,
their incomes did rise sharply in the
last five years, reaching an average of
$10,920 per household by 19314asoleaa...
pared with $8,870 in 1970.
The gains they made enabled them to
offset the rising cost of living better
than families in many parts of the
country.
The big losers in the race with in-
flation include wage earners whose
paychecks haven't kept pace, thaw who
are on fixed pensions and welfare
recipients.
A study by the Conference Board,
covering the past 10 years, shows that
taxes continue to absorb a rising share
of personal income, about 23 per cent
today.
Social Security contributions con-
stituted the fastest growing segment of
the total tax, shooting up 283 per cent in
the 10 years. State and local taxes went
up 266 per cent, it finds, and Federal
income taxes, 170 per cent.
Murray, Ky., Monday Afterr)on, January 26, 1976
and Tennessee competed for honors Saturday. Calloway Speech Team
members winning individual honors were: Gail Tucker in girls extemp, Kim
Kemp in prose, Sheila Darnell and Nada Frazier in duet acting and Tommy
Riley in student congress.
Staff Photo by David HUI
MURRAY HIGH WINNERS—Trophy winners from Murray High School at
the Russellvale Speech Toumanient Saturday included Bill Boston and
Bruce Clayton from Murray High. Boston took first place in ex-
temporaneous and Clayton took third place in original oratory. Murray
ranked sixth in the 24 competing schools.
Staff Photo by David Hill




FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)— More
than a quarter of the way through the
1976 legislative session, the Kentucky
General Assembly has approved just a
handful of minor bills.
Many measures are tied up in
committees, and the explanation
frequently given by committee
chairman is that new rules requiring
fiscal analysis of bills have caused
much of the delay.
Under the rules adopted this year by
the House and Senate, bills that are
likely to have a financial impact on
local or state government must be
accompanied by a fiscal impact
statement, or so called "fiscal note."
Either the sponsor of the bill, the
chairman of the committee to which the
measure is assigned, or a majority of
that committee may ask the Legislative
Research Commission staff to prepare
a fiscal note on the bill.
Everyone seems to think its a good
idea, and that it should have been done
a lone time ago.
But some observers say the fiscal
Colder Today
Colder today, temperatures falling
Otto the upper 20s and lower 30a and
rainshowers changing to snow flurries
by late afternoon. Partial clearing and
colder with snow flurries ending
Weight, low in the mid teens to low 20s.
Meetly sunny and cold Tuesday, high in
the low to mid 30s. Wednesday fair and
ffAd.
note requirement was implemented too
suddenly, and that it should have been
preceded by months of preparation.
And some say the concept could be
used for political maneuvering against
unwanted legislation.
At the end of last week, LRC Director
Phil Conn said his agency had received
51 requests for fiscal notes, and the
staff had prepared 28 of the notes
requested.
The slight backlog would not seem to
justify the complaints by committee
chairman that the lack of fiscal notes is
Rescue Squad
Called To Fire
Members of the Calloway County
Fire Rescue Squad were called to a
stretch of land belonging to Bruce
Garland around Sp. m. Friday when a
grass fire on the property threatened a
nearby dwelling.
The cause of the fire that destroyed
folage on several acres of the farm is
unknown.
A bulldozer from the Department of
Forrestry was used to encircle the
blaze in one field while volunteers with
flappers worked to extinguish the
flames across in another field. The fire
was brought under control and the
Rescue Squad left the scene around 6:20
p. m.
Members answering the alarm were:
Robert Trenholm, Kenny Collins, Sam
Smith, Jim Green, Bud Miller and Ran
Stout.
holding up action on legislation.
However, it could become a very real
problem.
The LRC has a staff of 12 fLscal
analysts to handle requests for fiscal
notes. There are likely to be at least
1,000 bills drafted, the bulk of which
could have some fiscal implication.
But the LRC board, made up of the
General Assembly leadership, has set
three priorities for LRC staff members.
and preparing fiscal notes is at the
bottom of the list. First is the drafting
of bills, and then the executive budget.
Conn said that if committee chairmen
are complaining now that the fiscal
note requirement is slowing down the
process, "wait until they get the
budget."
Gov. Julian Carroll has said he will
release the executive budget Wed-
nesday.
Fiscal notes, meanwhile, are simple
to prepare for some bills, complex for
others, and virtually impossible for the
rest, Conn said.
For example, it's relatively simple to
TODAY'S INDEX
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prepare a fiscal note for a bill that will
affect revenue, such as taking the sales
tax off farm machinery. Usually the
analyst just checks with the state
Revenue Department to obtain the
necessary figures.
But some bills could require several
days' research and calculations. One
such bill would have changed some of
the specifics in statutes dealing with
dog wardens and would have had an
effect on local revenues. One LRC fiscal
(See Legislature, Page 10)
15' Per Copy ---
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Although
unemployment remains high, almost
everything else in the economy is
starting to look good and Americans
may be entitled to another major tax
cut in 1979, President Ford said today.
"The underlying fact about our
economy is that it is steadily growing
healthier. My policies for 1976 are in-
tended to keep us on that upward path,"
Ford said in his annual economic report
to Congress. He also said, "Regret-
tably, a full recovery of the economy
will take time."
Despite the prospect of job gains this
year, Ford's economic advisers said
"unemployment will almost surely
remain distressingly high....
"Even under the best of circum-
stances the return to full employment
cannot realistically be accomplished
this year or next."
Ford did not indicate how much taxes
could be decreased in 1979, but he said
the decrease would be on top of the $28
billion in permanent tax decreases he
already has proposed for this year and
next.
He also tied the prospect of future tax
reductions to support for his spending
recommendations, including the $394.2-
billion budget he is proposing for fiscal
1977.
"If we continue in the years ahead to
pursue the kind of budgetary restraint
which I am recommending, another
major tax cut will be feasible by 1979,"
he said.
Ford's economic report, which
Congress receives annually from the
President and his Council of Economic
Advisers, stressed that the worst is
over for the economy. It said
Americans can take satisfaction that
the nation's economic system has come
through intact.
There have been "appreciable gains"
in reducing inflation, which declined




Two further leadership appointments
in the 1976 Calloway County Heart Fund
drive have been announced by Ken-
tucky Campaign chairman Jesse
Stuart. Both of Murray, they are: Mrs.
Jerry Bolls, to serve as county publicity
chairman, and Mrs. Willard Ails, as
county Heart Fund treasurer.
Stuart pointed out that, through his
association with Heart, he has come to
know first-hand of the "almost
miraculous progress" science has
made in the fight against heart and
blood vessel diseases, and of how the
Kentucky Heart Association, by its
effective use of Heart Fund dollars in
the state's communities, hospitals and
medical research laboratories, has
vitally furthered this progress.
The statewide Heart Fund appeal
begins with Coffee Day on Tuesday,
February 3, and continues through the
month with the annual door-to-door
solicitation on Heart Sunday, February
29. Sponsors of the drive in the county
include the Murray Woman's Club for
Murray Business Gift solicitation.
Stuart announced that Mrs. Ails is
also serving as the current year-round
Memorial Gifts Chairman for Heart in
Calloway County.
One Section — 10 Pages
1975, with an additional slowdown
expected this year, Ford said.
"While I do not regard the events of
1975 as fully satisfactory by any
measure, we should find it reassuring
that our economic system withstood
severe strains and displayed inherent
strengths during the year," he said.
Unemployment remains a serious
problem, Ford said, but "it is slowly
moving in the right direction." Any
attempt to bring the jobless rate down
quickly could ignite new inflation and
make matters worse in the long run, he
said.
Ford's economic report gave the
following outlook for this year:
—Unemployment will decline to
about 7.3 per cent by the end of the




Murray City Police officials have
warned area merchants to be aware of
a check forging operation that has
already passed two checks in the local
area.
The checks are drawn on Mayfield
Auto Parts, and were stolen from that
firm in Mayfield. Two checks, each for
around PO, have already been passed
in Murray.
Police request that anyone suspicious
of such checks take no action on their
own, but call local officials at once.
Police also investigated the theft of a
citizens band radio reported by Terry
L. Bohannon, Route One Benton, who
said the $125 radio was stolen from his
car over the weekend while it was
parked on North 14th Street.
The theft of four sections of traffic
transport skids and a citizens band
radio, total value of $729, was reported
by Howard Scott, Route One, from a




A Tr-City man indicted by the 1971
February Grand Jury here has been
apprehended after eluding authorities
for nearly five years, according to
County Attorney Sid Easley.
Kenneth List, wanted on three counts
of dwelling house breaking and two
counts of grand larceny, was arrested
last week in Graves County by Ken-
tucky State Police, on charges of
knowingly receiving stolen property.
He is also wanted here, and in Michigan
for allegedly jumping bail.
List, with another man, John
Willoughby, who was sent to prison on
the charges is believed by authorities to
have been involved in break-ins at the
homes of Rupert Cohoon and Wesley
Kemper; a break-in at Murray Mobile
Homes; and thefts of a motorbike from
Hafford James and a car from Jean
Chester.
House Panel Recommends That
Pentagon Agency Be Abolished
WASHINGTON ( AP). — The staff of
the House intelligence committee is
recommending that a huge Pentagon
WIdligence agency be abolished and
that stiff sanctions be imposed against
government employes, including
members of Congress, for leaking
secret information.
Another recommendation calls for
the House to create a permanent in-
telligence oversight committee and
elliliOwer it to publicize secrets if the
panel voted to do so by majority vote.
The recommendations are to be
tacked onto a 338-page final report,
approved by the panel 9 to 4 on Friday.
It estimates that total U.S. intelligence
oosta are $10 billion a year, three or four
tiniest the amount listed in the annul
defense appropriations bill.
The recommendations do not call for
prohibitions against covert U.S.
operations but would require that they
be approved by the entire National
Security Council.
The staff recommends that the
Pentagon's Defense Intelligence
Agency be abolished and that its fun-
ctions, including the military attache
program, be divided between the CIA
and the secretary of delense's office.
Another recommendation calls for
the separation of the National Security
Agency from the military agencies The
NSA, the electronic-intelligence
agency, would be made an independent
civilian agency with a mandate to
emphasize the gathering of diplomatic
and economic information
The committee report also contains
the following statements:
—A 1973 CIA memorandum says Sen.
Henry M. Jackson, D-Wash., advised
the agency on how to try to prevent a
CIA official from testifying at a Senate
hearing that was unraveling covert CIA
operations in Chile. Jackson denied
Sunday that be had done anything to
protect the agency but said he merely
gave procedural advice.
—U.S. intelligence failed to predict
the 191e Soviet invasion of
Czechoslovakis largely because it lest
track of an entire Soviet division in
Poland. It also failed to anticipate









By Abigail Van Buren
IL 1976 by Chomp Trot:um-MI Y
DEAR ABBY: I wanted to start the New Year right, 90 1
went to my doctor for a complete physical checkup.
He told me I had to lose 30 pounds and I had to quit
smoking.
Well, I wish you could have seen this doctor. His stomach
was hanging over his belt. If he'd been a woman you would
have sworn he was in his eighth month!
All the while he talked to me he was smoking up a storm.
I noticed the ashtray he was using had about eight cigarette
butts in it —all less than a quarter of an inch long.
Abby, this doctor is supposed to be the best. Can you tell
me how a patient is supposed to have confidence in a doctor
who can't do what he orders his patients to do?
WONDERING
DEAR WONDERING: Just because he lacks the
willpower to lose weight and quit smoking does not mean
he's a poor physician. It only means he's afflicted with the
same weaknesses that some of his patients are.
DEAR ABBY: I work 10 hours a day. I teach school in a
poverty area and teach English to Vietnamese people after
school.
When I get home to my large, four-bedroom house, I am
tired, but I must resume my "housewife" role.
Since my husband and I have no children, it is assumed
by our friends that I have nothing to do.
My husband sometimes reluctantly "helps" me with the
housework. Since I work as hard as he does, why doesn't he
come home and automatically start the housework so I can
"help" him?




DEAR BUSHED: If your husband doesn't understand,
it's because he doesn't want to. He's still playing with
yesterday's rules. Educate him.
DEAR ABBY: I just read where they are trying to pass a
law in North Carolina to make all horse owners put
DIAPERS on their horses in order to keep the streets clean.
I know it sounds crazy, but if you think about it, it makes
a lot of sense. I hope they pass that law. And after that,
maybe it will catch on and they'll do the same thing for
dogs!
-s FED UP IN N.Y.
DEAR FED: And now let's be it for pigeons!
Everyone has a problem. What's 7 For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelops. please.
Calloway FHA
Chapter Meets
The program for the
Calloway County High School
Chapter of FHA at its January
meeting was on Scholarship.
All members paid three cents
for each piece of jewelry that
she was wearing that day.
Entertainment for the
January meeting was Patricia
'Critter' McKinney, who sung
several songs. The devotion
was given by Renee Tobey.
Refreshments were served.
Good judgment is the pass





DECA Chapter met recently
in regular seesion. The main
activity was a guest speaker
who informed the members
about correct parliamentary
procedure, and how it helps to
Improve operation of Chapter
meetings.
Donna Tabers, asked Mrs.
Vicki Shell, to present some
material on parliamentary
procedure to the Chapter.
Mrs. Shell distributed a
"quicky" sheet to the mem-





All the DECA members
received the information on
parliamentary procedure by
being present at the Chapter
meeting.
The members have a much
better understanding of the
correct way a DECA meeting
should operate. These
students will have the
parliamentary procedure
knowledge to use in com-
munity organizations in their
later life.
IRL
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Chester
of Murray Route Four are the
parents of a baby girl, Tammy
Ann, weighing seven pounds
41/2 ounces, born on Wed-
nesday, January 14, at 5:28
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have one son, TImmie,
age seven. The father is self
employed as a painter, and the
mother is on leave from
Fisher-Price.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Otto Chester of Lynn
Grove and Mr. and Mrs. R. C.
Outland of Murray Route
Eight. A great grandmother is





La Leche League will meet
at the home of Jane Flint, 107
Clark Street, at eight p.m.
Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will meet at
the Calloway County Public
Library at seven p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the First Presbyterian Church
at seven p.m.
Alateen will meet at seven
p.m. at the AA Hall.
Eagle Scout Court of Honor
will be held by Boy Scout
Troop 77 at the First Christian
Church at seven p.m.
Tuesday, January 27
Bible Study Group will meet
at the home of Mrs. Corinne
McNutt, 712 Math Street, at
7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, January 27
Arts and Crafts group of
Senior Citizens will meet at
the Dexter Community Center
at 9:30 a.m.
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m. for Senior Citizens with
devotion at 10:05 a.m.,
monthly clean-up at 10:30
a.m., sack lunch at 11:30 a.m.,
and band practice and square
dance lessons in afternoon.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p.m. at the
Immanuel Lutheran Church.
Murray Quota Club will
meet at twelve noon at the
'Triangle Inn.
Aglow Fellowship for all
church women in area will
meet at Holiday Inn,
Gilbertsville, at 10:30 a.m.
Call Mrs. Roy G. Dunn, 753-
8712, for information.
Tuesday, January 17
Eva Wall Mission Group of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet with Mrs. J. G. Reeves at
two p.m.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
p.m.
Wednesday, January 28
Ladies day luncheon will be
served at noon at Murray
Country Club. Call Mrs. John
Gregory, Mrs. Lawrence
Philpot, or Mrs. George Ed
Waldrop for reservations.
Mrs. Richard Cullom and Mrs.
Vernon Cohoon are bridge
hostesses.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
p.m.
Bowling for senior citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
I:30p.m.
Joe Green from Murray
State Security Department
will speak at one p.m. to the
Senior Citizens at the North
Second Street Center.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at the Dexter Com-
munity Center at 9:30 a.m.
Joint meeting and potluck
luncheon by the Hazel and
New Concord-Hamlin Senior
citizens will be at the Hazel
Community Center at 11:30
a.m.
MSU Amateur Radio Club
will meet at Ham Shack at
seven p.m.
45E1s2!Rt....
For company, wipe your tele-
phones with cologne-daubed
cotton. The alcohol in it is an
antiseptic, and the perfume
adds a fancy touch.
Six girls took the pledge ritual of the Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta Sigma 
Phi on
January 15. Left to right are Linda Hodge, Mitzi Faulkner, Mary Graves, Rheanetta
Coleman, Debbie Grogan, and Joyce Gibson.
West Fork
WMU Meets
The Baptist Women of West
Fork Baptist Church met
Monday, January 19, at 7:30
p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Martha Butterworth.
The program was presented
with Mrs. Larue Sledd as the
leader.
Those present were Mrs.
Susan Lee, Mrs. Linda Young,
Mrs. Larue Sledd, Mrs. Cora
Burns, Mrs. Chapman, Mrs.
Martha Butterworth, Mrs.
Cozy Garland, Mrs. Ann
Nance, and Mrs. Gladys
Compton.
Shamed onions
Peel and slice two sweet
Spanish onions. Separate into
rine& Saute in one-third cup
butter until tender. Season
with one-half teaspoon each
salt, pepper and oregano. Add
one-half cup sherry wine.
Cover and cook three
minutes. Makes four servings.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter Holds
Meet With Mrs.
The Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta sigma Phi held its
regular Meeting on January
15, at the Community Center
on Ellis Drive.
Joyce Thomas, president,
opened the meeting with the
"opening ritual". A short
business meeting followed. It
was announced that the
Valentine Banquet would be
held at the Red Carpet Inn at
Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. Euple Ward of
Needline was the guest
speaker. She gave a very
informative talk on the aims
and purposes of Needline.
Mrs. Ward stressed that
Needline is a caring, and
compassionate service to the
community; especially to
those individuals who feel they
have no were else to turn. She
related a deeply moving
human interest story to let the
Ward, Speaker
group know one of the many
services that Needline does
offer to the community.
Refreshments followed the
program. The evening closed
with the Pledge Ritual held for
the six new members of the
chapter, Linda Hodge, Mitzi
Faulkner, Mary Graves,
Rheanetta Coleman, Debbie
Grogan and Joyce Gibson.
Those present were: Mitzi
Faulkner, Debbie Lyons,
Joyce Gibson, Debbie Grogant:
Vicky Holton, Shirley Martini,
Linda Hodge, Janet Robinson,
Barbara Chilcutt, Da Brown





Lemon juice and salt will
usually remove rust stains from
linen.
YOUTHS IMPROVING
The two teenagers injured in
a car-bicycle accident
Tuesday, January 20, just
north of Puryear, Tenn., on
U.S. Highway NI are bn-
proving. Billy Bobb, age 13,
suffered a broken collarbone
and concussion and Robin
Wayne Hughes, age 15, broke
both legs arid his collarbone.
s a • • s s lb ass•asssise 0000000000000
LIBRARY NOTES
Frew Mope Traveling
New books at the Calloway
County Public Library include
the following:
ELEVEN DECLARATIONS
OF WAR, by Len Deighton.
Harcourt.
Eleven soldiers make their
own declarations of war in this
collection of stories fierce in
their hatred of war, and fierce
in their love of life.
THE PATCHWORK POINT
OF VIEW, by Jill Jarnow.
Simon & Schuster.
Here are the guidelines for
combining patchwork,
quilting, and applique suc-
cessfully in dozens of useful
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JIMMY THE GREEK, by
Jimmy the Greek. Playboy
Press.
In retrospect. Jimmy was a
man from the day his mother
was murdered on a Stuben-
vile, Ohio sidewalk when he
was nine. This is a biography
packed with hilarious and
revealing anecdotes about
himself and his famous
notorious friends.
THE HOUSE ON CHEYNE
WALK, by Perry Organ.
Coward.
When attractive, intelligent
Sarah Pierce left her well-
ordered life as a New England
heiress and school marm, she
meant only to tend to the
immediate needs of her
nephew Patrick and provide
what solace she could for the
London household of her
recently deceased sister.
Later, she leered the
unimaginable truth about her
sister's death and her elusive
brother-in-law's life.
AFTER THE FLOWERS
HAVE GONE, by Beatrice
Decker, Zondervan.
This is the story of Mrs.
Decker, whose widowed life
has been an inspiration to
many — for she is the founder
and director of THEOS (They
Help Each Other Spiritually),
a nationally known





Now at eighty-four, the
victim of an accident that left
her unable to move or speak,
Augusta lies imprisoned in her
own body. Yet, her mind is
anything but paralyzed as she
proves to be a vital shattering
human protagonist.
BIG BUSINESS, by Cyril
Parkinson. Utile, Brown.
The rise of big business and
its place in the modern world
form the subject of this book.
Professor Parkinson looks at
it all with the witty, urbane
eye, familiar to all thov who
know "Parkinson's Law.'
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Editorial
MI A Matter Of
What One Chooses
An old fellow had been with a
large, successful manufac-
turing company for many
years. During all this time he
had constantly complained and
griped about the company, its
policies, his bosses his fellow
workers—everything. Suddenly
one day he had a complete
change of personality. He
became cooperative, smiling
and full of praise for his com-
pany and the people he worked
with.
His fellow workers were puz-
zled. One of them asked the old
man what had brought about
this remarkable change.
"Well," he answered, "all
these years I had but one am-
bition: to work for a perfect
company, so I complained
about the things that were
wrong. Then, the other day, I
realized that the company
never would be perfect. So I
just decided to get along with it
the way it was."
Griping is an old American
custom. For the most part it's
probably harmless - a simple
act of letting off steam. It can,
however, become a habit — a
chronically dismal way of
looking at one's company,
bosses and associates.
The easiest thing to find in
this world—for the man who is
looking for it—is imperfection.
And the larger the company or
organization the more the com-
plainer can find wrong.
How much better a man's at-
titude will be when he looks for
the things that are right, when
he identifies with what's best
about his company, not what's
worst. He can do this, in-
cidentally, without being blind
to its faults. It's all a matter of
what one chooses to look for.
The choice is given to each of
us. How we choose will deter-
mine our success, our relation
ship with others — how we look
at life in general. It's the most





United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: 'THE POPULAR FRONT'
The 1930s and early 1940s were the
heyday of the "popular front." This was
the period in which naive liberals made
common cause with communist
totalitarians in organizations aimed at
promoting radical victories. Scores of
front organizations existed to secure a
communist victory in Spain of to hail
" 'American- Soviet solidarity."
Well, in the midst of the current artful
campaign against the FBI, the CIA, and
U. S. security interests in general, the
popular front has again surfaced in
America.
A classic example of the "popular
front" organization Is something called
the National Coordinating Center in
Solidarity With Chile, which has a mail
drop in New York City.
The objective of this organization is
twofold: to propagandize against the
anti-communist government of Chile
and to accuse "the U. S. government
and certain large multinational cor-
porations" of overthrowing Chilean
democracy.
This "solidarity" front published a
large advertisement in The New York
Times on Dec. 14. It praised the
"democratically elected government of
Salvador Allende." Allende, of course,
was the Chilean leftist who invited
Castroite guerillas into Chile and was
busily turning Chile into a COMMUMA
satellite when he was overthrown by his
own people.
One need not defend every act of the
new government in Chile to realize that
it is a major target of leftist forces
worldwide. In Moscow's propaganda
campaigns, Chile has become a top
priority agitation objective. Obviously,
Moscow has been stung by its severe
setback in South America. The Soviets
had hoped Allende would occupy a
puppet role as important as that played
over the years by Fidel Castro in Cuba.
What is of special interest to
thoughtful citizens is the mix of liberals
and hardcore leftists in the National
Coordinating Center in Solidarity With
Chile.
Among the sponsors are the Ven-
ceremos Brigade, a group of
Americans who worked in Communist
Cuba; the National Lawyers Guild;
Tom Hayden, the radical activist now
running for thi U.S. Senate in
California ; Prof. Noarn Chomslcy of
MIT, who has compared the U. S.
government with Nazi Germany;
Angela Davis, the notorious com-
munist; U. S. Reps. Ronald Dellums
( D-Calif.) and Robert Drinan (D.
Maw), two of the most lettering
members of Congress, and former is.
Rugsne McCarthy. Listed among the
spongers are old-line leftists who signed
•
HARRIGAN
"solidarity" statements in the 1940s.
The emergence of this type of
"popular front" organization is an
Indication of the extent to which leftists
feel free to engage in open political
warefare campaigns. The abolition of
the House Internal Security Committee
ended copgressional scrutiny of sube
versive groups. In addition, Sen. Frank-
Church's Intelligence Committee has
laid down a steady barrage of fire at the
principal agencies concerned with
uncovering the operations of leftist
groups responsive to Moscow's
propaganda signals.
Thus the ultra-radicals feel it safe to
come out of the woodwork and work
openly against anti-communist
countries and causes.
The surfacing of the National
Coordinating Center in Solidarity With
Chile should serve as a warning to
responsible members of Congress and










HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARMINE, 8514 N.
Wain SL,0'00, Ohio, 45415. Senior
citizens will receive prompt replies.
The most useful repli” will be printed
in this column.
Heartline: Can you tell me how
nonsmokers can be effected by smoke'
Answer: The following facts have
been listed by the Chicago Lung
Association:
I) Inhaling second-hand smoke
makes the heart beat faster, forces up
blood pressure and the level of carbon
monoxide in the blood.
(2) Parents should take notice that
lung illness is twice as common in
young children whose parents smoke at
home as in those with nonsmoking
parents.
This Week At MSU
January 211
Minority Awareness Musical
featuring "Journey into Blackness," a
concert by a black musical group from
New York, will be presented in the
University School Auditorium at 8p.m.
January 28
The United Campus Ministry lun-
cheon will be held from 12:30 to 1:20 at
the U( Building, 202 North 15th
Street. The price of the meal is $1.25,
and everyone is invited.
The Student, Activities Board will
present "A Night of Charles Bronson."
The first movie "Death Wish," will be
shown at 7 p.m. and "Breakout" will be
shown at 9 p.m. in University School
Auditorium. Admission is 50 cents for
one or both movies.
MSU Basketball in the Sports Arena,
with the women's team vs. Kentucky
State at 5:15 p.m., and the men's team
playing Mississippi College at 7:30 p.m.
January 29
A Colloquiuin Is scheduled for 3:30
p.m. in Room 500, Faculty Hall.
A demonstration and vecture an
pOttery *ill be presented by Byron
Temple, a potter from Lambertville,
New Jersey, at 7:30 p.m. in ROOM 4/3 of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center. The
program is open to the public at no
admission charge.
Jemmy 3I
"Oliver and Jericho Harp"
minims:art will be presented in the
University School Auditorium from 8 to
10 p.m. No admission charge and public
The Murray Ledger & Times
/he Murray Lodger I Times is
published ovary afternoon exempt Sun.
days, July 4 Christmas Day. New Year's
Cloy and Thanksgiving by Murray
NOwspursers,kic.. 103 hi efh Si.Murray,
'KY . 47071
Sarong, Class Postage l•crid at Murray.
Ky 47071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas sorrod
by carrhers. 52 25 per month. payable In
odroncw Sy moil in Coirovety County
and to Denton, Hardin, Mayfield, &Wolfe
and Farmington. ,Ky. end Per's,
puctianen an Purr*, nowt $1500
per year. flip mama es Other dostmottorts.
$30.00 pay year
Member of Associated Press. KIP ft




Piano recital will be presented by
Robert Lynch, Paducah, at 3:30 p.m. in
the Recital Hall, Fine Arts Annex.
February I through 4
The following exhibits will be on
display in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery.
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center: Drawing
by Jennifer Pfeifer, Louisville:
Photography by Dennis Weeks,
Brockton, Maine; Drawing by Julie
Forrest Kearns, Cynthiana; and the
Magic Silver Show, the first annual
national competitive show in




Comic Pat Henry at the Friars Club
testimonial to Gene Kelly: "You know I
wort with Prank Sinatra and when you
work with Frank, things are different. The
audience changes. I was at Tahoe two days
before Sinatra opened. Bob Newhart was
still appearing. The p. a. system is paging.
"Telephone for Tim Smith. . . call for Bob
Jones." Then sinatra comes in. Over the p.
a., you hear, "Call for Vito Tarrazini.
telephone for Cestano Volpstuchi... Guido
Tarancachi." And those are the Jews."
There seem I. be three kinds of cinemas
these days. The walk-in, the drive-41 snd
the look-around-and-see-if-anybod
knows-me-sneak-in.
Isn't It The Truth
There is much that is wonderful to an-
tiCipate in the theological promise; for
Heaven in the Hereafter — no tears, no
want, no anger, no sickness and plenty of
good music. But one thing bothers me
about that place behind the pearly gate,
they promise us harps which hardly
anybody can play.
op ler7N7r•-es Sie;;Zcs
( 3) Second-hand smoke contains
twice the tar, nicotine and volatile
irritant gases as smoke inhaled by the
smoker and 68 per cent of smoke from
cigarettes goes into the environment.
4) There is more cadmium in the
tinoke that drifts from the burning end
of the cigarette than in the drag the
smoker takes. Large doses of cadmium
have been related to hypertension,
chronic bronchitis and emphysema.
Several states have passed laws
banning smoking in public places.
Violators are forced to pay high fines.
If you favor more laws to prevent
smoking in public places write to
Heartline. Send your letter to: Hear-
dine, Stop Public Smoking, 8514 North
Main St., Dayton, Ohio, 45415. We will
see that it gets to the proper place.
, Heartline: I know that widows may
receive Social Security benefits. How
old must they be to receive monthly
checks? R. C.
Answer: A widow may receive
benefits at any age if she has children
under age 18, or if they are age 18 or
over if they are under a disability that
began before age 22. The child, or
children, must be in her care and also
receiving Social Security benefits. A
widow without such children in her care
may receive benefits at age 50 or later
if she is disabled and at age 60 or later if
she is not disabled.
Heartline: Will Medicare pay for my
transportation to the doctor's office by
bus? K. H.
Answer: No.
Heartline: Is my retirement pension
from my job taxable? T. H.
Answer: Generally if you do not
contribute to the cost of your employee
pension or annuity, the amount you
receive each year is fully taxable. If
you are not sure, check with your





By S. C. VAN CURON
FRANKFORT—One of the oft heard
false complaints around legislative
halls and from newsmen covering the
legislature for their first time is that the
legislature isn't doing much and is off to
a very slow start.
There are now more bills assigned to
committees for study before being
reported out for floor action than in
previous sessions. A total of 347 bills
have been introduced to date, and the
governor's budget bill is expected next
week some time.
The Legislative Research Com-
mission has drafted 1,050 bills and bill
requests are continuing to pour in.
Regular committee meetings are
scheduled three times weekly,
beginning at 8 a.m., Tuesdays, Wed-
nesdays and Thursdays. The
legislature isn't in session but about an
hour each day up to this time. Not
enough bills have cleared the com-
mittee process to require longer
sessions. The tempo will increase as the
days go by.
One of the things holding up the
legislative process, if you choose to
falsely term it as slow, is that the
budget bill has not been introduced.
This is the key to much of the legislation
now in the process.
The legislature this session has called
for a fiscal impact study on most bills
that require money. This is slowing
down some of the bills before they get to
the floor.
As the senior member of the press
corps now covering the Senate, let me
make this observation. In all years
past, little action has taken place until
the budget bill passes. There have been
sessions when the budget bill WU
House Bill No.!, but that was before the
interim committee and standing
committee system was created by a
1968 bill, and funded under the ad-
ministration of Gov. Louie B. Nunn.
Before the committee system was
established, the legislature just looked
busy in the early days of the session.
That was because no bills were pre-
filed. Newsmen were in a tizzy writing
about bills introduced during the first
weeks of the session. Newspapers and
stories out of here made it appear that
the legislature was real busy.
In those early first days a whole
bundle of bills would be introduced each
day. It took about a week to get the
session organized. Committee ap-
pointments were made and the com-
mittees organized for work.
Committees met on the call of
chairmen only in those days, and often
it was difficult to get a bill out of
committee because some committees
never met.
There were 40 or 50 committees in the
House and about 20 or more in the
Senate. Often, members had two
committee meetings at the same time,
adding to the confusion and con-
sternation. One committee in each
branch was always labeled as the
"graveyard" committee by ex-
perienced newsmen. This committee
never met, or seldom at best.
The governor had a strong hand over
the legislature, and still does for that
matter. So-called bad bills were
assigned to the graveyard committee,
and there they lay until the session
ended.
Under the present system, the public
will get an explanation of the budget
when public hearings are held on it by
the Appropriations and Revenue
Committee. This didn't happen before
the committee system was established.
By S. C. Van Curon
I've seen the budget bill passed in five
days from the time it was introduced
This is the shortest time possible to
clear both houses.
The complaint now is "they're not
passing any bills." What's so all-
thunderous important about passing a
large number of bills, many of them
bad?
From my viewpoint, this state could
stand one session of the legislature
devoted to nothing but repealing laws
that are outdated or useless.
The state might be better off if the
legislature passed the budget bill and
went home. There are, of course, some
important house-keeping bills that
must be passed, but about 1,200 to 1,500
bills will be introduced this session, and
less than 400 will pass. That's what the
records of past history show.
10 Years Ago
Marine Private James R. Mauzy is
scheduled to complete individual
combat training February 3 with the 1st
Infantry Training Regiment at the
Marine Corps Base, Camp Lejeune, N.
C.
Deaths reported include Owen
Brandon, age 63, of Hazel, and Mrs.
Mande Jackson of southern Texas,
formerly of Calloway County.
Winners in Pinewood Derbies in-
clude: Gregg Mansfield and Joey
Lasater of Cub Scout Pack 145, Carter
School; David Frank, Johnny Scott,
and Larry Evans of Cub Scout Pack 45,
Austin School.
The Murray State College Rifle Team
remained undefeated in Kentucky
League Match competition after their
win over the University of Kentucky at
Murray. Art Bailey of Murray is a
member of the rifle team.
Brent McNutt has been accepted to
membership in the American Angus
Association.
20 Years Ago
Lamb's Stockyards, Joe Pat Lamb,
owner, located on the Hazel Highway,
burned completely the night of January
25.
George L. Fielder, Sr., age 74, died
January 22 at his home in Paducah.
Dr. Loren S. Putnam, son of Mr. and
Mrs. L R. Putnam of Murray, has been
elected a director of the Stone Lake
Laboratory at Put-In-Bay, Ohio.
Births reported include a girl, Krista
Ann, to Mr. and Mrs. Keith Kennedy on
January 13, and a boy, Steven Louis, to
Mr. and Mrs. Carol M. Rogers on
January 15.
Rudolph Riley, owner of Riley
Furniture and Appliance Company,
Murray, has returned from Chicago
where he attended the spring furniture
market.
Bible Thought
. .The Lord God, merciful
and gracious, longsuffering,
and abundant in goodness and
truth. Exodus 34:6.
Our God is also as strict as
hell. Men and women have to
decide which path they will




Ile legal &firkin of death and
hew it is determined.
In earlier Unice when the
heart stopped and respiration
ceased, a person was mgarded
as beyond recall and it was
thou** that death had oocurred
or was take place in a few rm.
mew. Such conditions are not
nOw esdnerily true because a
heart may be vestarted and kept
beating for • long period.
Mechanical devices can provide
adaquate respiration
Now. wideapread agree/mg
has been reached that death of
the person has occurred tern
the brain omen to ?motion.
NSA, ealf1111 the meek* How
can "brain death i be determined
with certainty" A machine. an
electroencephalograph, has
been teed to meow* brain
danusge, but thin massursonsint
oms activity an the brats sir-
New Machine To
Test For Brain Death
By FJ.L Ellasingame, M.D.
face -- not necenarily down
deep in the brain.
More recently mines a new
machine which can register the
condition of the brain down into
its deeper strwturet The device
was developed at the University
of California School of Medicine
at Irvine.
With the new machine. a
series of clicks are trammed
to the brain via earphones to
several nerve centers deep in-
side the brain Reactions from
the various centers are recorded
on a graph. By the recordinp on
It, a physician can tell the loca-
tion and extent of brain damage.
In thin manner. the new mad**
can determine more precisely
the ingance ttr brain function is
irreparabiy damaged and can-
not again function
The new machine has heel
teed on several hundreds of
cases and probably will become
more widely available_ In thaw
tragic cases when it a difficuk to
tell whether to turn off the
madams. the new devisor will be
a gmet help to fannies and to
the physicians managing itch
patients.
44: Mr S.0 would like an ex-
planation of a frown-sect ion
tooPlY
A Time .is removed thrash
a small incision (a biopsyt and a
suspicieus pert of the time is
placed cat a madam through
which cart= died& ps is ex•
prided, cawing the tine to
&woe so that it can be Mad by
a blade in the marine. Hines of
de time we stained by drop-
ping them into a solution of dye,
then placed as a:an side, and
examined under a micromeope.
malty to determine whether
cancer cells we present as in a
BLASINGAME
breast tumor. This medial
expert bands, is highly accurate
and gives the nouns in a fru
Mandel
Q Mrs. E.G. inquires whether
the reports we true that human .
lice cams we on the increase.
A Such reports about the in-
crease in lice infestation" are
true In the United States these
have increased about MO per
cent in the tart decade Hair
styles and lack of personal
(deliriums may in part aoraunt
for the upsurge. as well as close
contact with a person who har-
bors lice Lice can be Waime-
a* by bedding. clothing and
upholatered furnittre. They can
he picked up from redneck*
hats, cores or nedrrear To get
rid of a mile came your pdysi-
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USDA To Release
Egg Market Facts
ATLANTA, Ga. — Demand
for eggs in the second half of
calendar 1976 may be about
the same as a year earlier.
This view is contained in the
U. S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA)
publication "Egg Marketing
Facts—Second Half 1976" to
be released later this month.
The publication is designed to
help producers tailor
production to consumer needs.
As stated in the report, other
prospects concerning the egg
industry during the second
half of 1976 include:
—Costs of producing eggs
will hinge largely on the
prospects for an outcome
of the 1976 corn and soybean
e,,r.ops and foreign trade
'e developments. These crops
ji supply the major feed
••• ingredients and are used in
large quantities by the egg
: industry. Other production
casts, as well as those for
processing and marketing,
Ew1I1 be higher.
F —Although the size of the
it laying flock during the first,
quarter of 1976 may move
slightly above year-ago levels,
t a higher rate of culling and
less forced molting would
:•.! reduce the flock below a year
•
See yaw klanalliewd Barnes, illdeL
earlier by midyear. If forced
molting is reduced to 1974
rates, a larger hatch of
replacement pullets during
the first half of 1976 than in
January-June 1975 would be
necessary to , maintain a
laying flock in July-December
1976 as large as the same
period a year earlier.
—If per capita egg
production is at the same level
as in July-December 1975 and
if prosepctive supply-demand
conditions for competing
meets and the level of general
economic activity material-
ize, New York City
wholesale large egg prices
would be anticipated to ap-
proximate the 61-cent average
of the last half of 1975.
"Egg Marketing Facts" are
developed semiannually by
the Poultry Division of
USDA's Agricultural
Marketing Service and ap-
proved by USDA's Outlook
and Situation Board. Copies of
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ALL THIS NEW EQUIPMENT IS
NOW ON DISPLAY!
WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT COMPUMON
• • . WE ARE THE COMPETITION!
EPROM *CRANKS
TOMMY'S














Farm Show set for record attendance
175,000 sisiton are expected to attend the four-day National
Farm Machinery Show February 11-14, 1976, at the Kentucky Fair
and Exposition Center in Louis% Me. More than 350 manufacturers
and suppliers from the United States, Canada, and Russia will
displas the latest in farm products. machinery, and techniques in
the E•position ( :enter • II ',acre indoor exhibit.
Farm Machinery
Show Scheduled
A farm show that started out
with a "mere" 25,000 visitors
and 88 exhibitors is now
heading into its second decade
as one of America's premier
farm expositions.
The National Farm
Machinery Show moves into
its 11th year Feb. 11-14, with
an agricultural spread of
machinery, chemicals, seeds,
techniques and ideas all
aimed at showing the latest
and the best the industry has
.to offer to today's farmer.
As always, the NFMS will be
open free to the public, 9 a.m.
to 5:30 p.m. each day. Last
year's record crowd of an
estimated 175,000 is expected
to be challenged again.
About 350 mainitapurers ,
and suppliers from over 30
states will fill over 400,000
square feet of exhibit space in
the East and West Wings,
bringing in a trade varying
from 1,000 RPM forage
blowers to new disease-
resisting hybrids; from liquid
manure spreaders to cattle
chutes; from mechanized bale
feeders to high-capacity grain
driers; from electronic
combine monitors to combines
themselves. Some of those
companies will show
machinery from other points
of the world, including Russia,
Italy, Canada, Germany and
Japan. And there is still a long
waiting list for space. "Your
show is repeatedly the Blue
Ribbon winner", says one
exhibitor. Adds another, "It is
only one of three national
shows we attend as a factory
display."
This is where many
machines, seed hybrids, etc.
get their first exposure in
Kentucky, like Acco Seed's
experimental 47601 mid-
season hybrid and UC 9451
full-season variety.
Opening day plans are still
tentative, but both Kentucky
Governor Julian M. Carroll
and Louisville's Mayor
Harvey Sloane are expected to
issue proclamations as in the
past, declaring Feb. 8-14
FARM MACHINERY WEEK.
The NATIONAL FARM
MACHINERY SHOW is one of
two annual events sponsored
by Kentucky Fair and
Exposition Center (Kentucky
State Fair is the other) and
will again hold a drawing each
evening at 4 p.m. in the
Freedom Hall lobby. This
year the door prize will be a
19-inch color portable TV set
each day.
Daily Ladies' Day programs
will be back in 600-seat
Newmarket Hall, and this
year a major emphasis will be
on cooking.
Several of the exhibiting
companies will be offering
drawings and games of their
own, like A. 0. Smith's
electronic dice game making
winners eligible for a grand
prize.
The nation's Bicentennial
year figures in several farm
displays, from hats-off
tributes to The American
Farmer to red, white and blue
forage blowers to Early
American farming tools.
Several state organizations
who keep a close eye on
agriculture will also be in
town or right at Kentucky Fair
and Exposition Center during
the farm show. So far, that list










Stronger Farm Voice Urged
MADISONVILLE,Ky.-
Soybean producers need to
have a stronger voice in
political matters affecting
them, members of the Ken-
tucky Soybean Association
were told at their annual
meeting here Tuesday, Jan.
20.
''It is' true farmers noW
represent less than five per
cent of the voters, but where
would the other 95 per cent be
without you?" asked John
Miller, fieldman for the
American Soybean
Association ( ASA).
"Too many of our non-farm
Congressmen and Senators, as
well as their consumer con-
stituents, do not recognize that
they are dependent upon you
both as food producers and as
consumers of their products
and services."
Miller said ASA has been
working in Washington, D.C.,
to represent soybean
producers on such issues as
export controls, grain quality
and grading standards, oil
content labeling of foods and
the Weaver Bill.
But he said MA is not as
effective as it could be, due to
limited funds.
The only means of
financial support ASA has to
represent you on legislative
matters is from membership
dues," he said. "The monies
collected from half-cent per
bushel checkoff programs can
only be used for market
development and research-





Make a shopping list ..Read
grocery ads for low sale
prices. Write special prices on
your list so you won't forget.
Stores make it easy to find
the foods they make money
on. Look around for the ones
you want.
Look at prices on SPECIAL
displays. Do they cost you
more than regular shelf
prices? Tubs and bins on the
floor may have high-priced
things in them.
Are there pink lights over
the fresh meat? They may
make meat look fresher.
Ground may seem to have less
fat. See how it looks under
regular light.
Some BIG packages have
less than small ones...Look for
the little numbers that show
"net weight".. They tell how
much is REALLY inside!
Some bottles have funny
shapes. It's hard to tell how
much they hold...Look for
those small numbers. They
may be hard to find.
Low-priced meat isn't
always cheap. You may buy a
lot of bone and fat?
Some brand names you
know. But ask for the store's
own brand, too. STORE
brands may cost you a lot less.
They're often just as good.
Is the "big" loaf full of air so
It just looks bigger? READ
THE LABEL. How much does
a regular loaf weigh? Does the
"big" loaf weigh more...or
just the same?
Is there a pink plastic wrap
on the tomatoes or carrots or
franks? Look them over. The
wrap may make food look
better than it is.
Does the checker call out
every price? NO one can
remember all the prices.
SPECIAL prices often aren't
marked on the can. Clerks
may ring up a regular price
instead. This can cost you
money.
Sometimes you want to
bring back what you buy. Tell
the store. Most stores will give
you another package or give
you back your money.
Yeast doughs that refrigerate
well are usually higher in yeast
and sugar than standard
'Soughs that are baked right
after preparing and rising.
Cook a package of frozen ar-
tichoke hearts. drain and chill
Cut up the hearts and add to
mixed greens and French
dressing to serve six. Nice for
company!
Complete TIre Service
El Dorado Tires CBI Tires
for Tractors, Combines, Truck and
Passenger cars including a complete
line of Rain, Mud and Snow Tires
Purchase Tire Mart
East Main at Industrial bed
753-7111 — Mar 11•01, Mgr'
be.
"It is evident we must in-
crease our membership in
order to counter the ever-
pressing legislative action of
consumer-oriented politicians
and consumer groups."
Miller noted that there are
about 7,000 soybean producers
in Kentucky, but only NO are
members of MA and its
Kentucky affiliate. He said the
Kentucky Soybean
Association board of directors
has set a goal of adding
another 500 members this
winter, and he called on all
present members to aid in the
membership drive.
As one example of MA
legislative action, Miller said
ASA has circulated petitions
calling for the return of
agricultural policy
decisionmaking to the U.S.
Department of Agriculture,
taking it out of the hands of the
State Department and labor
unions.
The petition has been signed
by over 10,000 farmers in three
states and is being circulated
in three more states, he
reported. The final results will
be taken to Washington by a
delegation of soybean
producers, Miller added.
Another speaker at the
meeting was Mike Phillips,
MA market development
program manager, reporting
on the world market situation
and ASA activities to increase
soybean demand.
Phillips said soybeans are
facing greater competition
than ever this yoar from palm
oil, Coconut oil and increased
supplies of fishmeal. Other
factors include a record
soybean crop in Brazil, a near-
record crop in the U. S., a
predicted 17 per cent increase
in the world soybean crop in
1976 and a predicted record
400 million bushel soybean
carryover next year, he said.
Increased supplies of
soybeans and competing
products will step up the need
for market development
activities to maintain and
expand overseas soybean
markets, said Phillips.
Explaining that ASA is
working in countries that offer
the best potential sales growth
for soybeans, Phillips outlined
plans for activities in existing
markets, such as West Ger-
many and Japan, as well as
new areas, including the
Mideast and Eastern Europe.
Big power, small
handling ease
MF 275 67 hp*
• More power than ever
• Bigger capacity hydraulics
• New servicing features
• Improved 8-speed transmission
• New styling
• New options and accessories
• Hydrostatic power steering (std.)









Everything you need in seed is right here at your one-
stop NK Seed Center. Come on in. We'll help you tailor
your seed purchases to your crop plans. We'll show you
how to make better use of those problem areas on your
farm.
Behind it all is the complete line of Northrup King
branded seed products: alfalfa, soybeans, NK pasture
mixtures, summer annuals, and a full line of other seed
products developed through world-wide research and
tested and proven on farms like yours.
So, stop in and see us. We would like to show you how
we can help make your farm even more productive.
Carraway Farms














































Series To Start On KET L'ifuMR1f
Futures, hedging, forward
pricing, and other aspects of
the farm marketing system
will be explained in a series of
television programs which
start Feb. 2 on Kentucky
Educational Television.
"Farm Marketplace,"
planned especially for Ken-
tucky farmers and others
interested in farm marketing,
will be shown over KET each
Monday night from Feb. 2 to
May 17 at 8 p.m., Eastern
Time, or 7 p.m., Central Time.
The 16 hall-hour shows are
designed to give viewers a
better understanding of
today's farm marketplace and
show farmers how to do the
most profitable job of
marketing their products.
The series is sponsored by
the University of Kentucky
College. of Agriculture's
Cooperative Extension Ser-
vice and produced by KET.
The programs will feature








CHECK THESE POWER-PACKED FEATURES:
• BIG 401 CUBE ENGINE— UP TO 100 CUBES MORE
THAN COMPARABLE HORSEPOWER TRACTORS
• 93 PTO HP
• NEW DIRECT POWERSHAFT DRIVE ON 540/1000 RPM
INDEPENDENT PTO
• 3 ON-THE-GO POWER SHIFTS IN EACH OF 4 RANGES
• CASE ENVIRONMENT CONTROL —WITH OUTSIDE CAB
AIR FILTER — NO MESS INSIDE
PARTS • SERVICE • RECONDITIONED
EQUIPMENT • CONVENIENT FINANCING
McKeel Equipment










• Planning Assistance • C
onstruction Service
• Full Line of Accessories
• Broad Range of Bin Sizes to Meet 
Your Needs
Save $$
Ivy yaw Bettor Grebe lies new esd save two wa
ys:
1. Bey et 1975 picas before 1976 price incroeso
. 2.
Yaks odometer of eirtfor's Whiter discosart. 
Act
now before March 1,1976.
Call Keith Kays 489-2488





AGIRIABUILMIER Route 4, Murray, Ky
Consturction Cs.
and selected guests.
"Knowing how the farm
marketing system operates
and making good use of that
knowledge is essential to
financial success in farming
today," according to Milton
Shuffett, one of the UK
agricultural economists who
is helping develop the series.
"These programs are planned
to provide farmers with the
background information they




programs will cover such
topics as: the advantages and
disadvantages of different
marketing methods; how the
futures market operates and
how to trade on futures; the
benefits and pitfalls of using
futures in pricing farm
commodities; hedging and
other market strategies; and
how and when to sell crops and
livestock.
Details about the series are
available at county Extension
offices throughout the state.
Interested person also can
enroll for the series and
receive free printed material
related to the program topics
by contacting local Extension
offices or by writing "Farm
Marketplace", KET, 600






The Almo Farmer Class will
meet at the North Calloway
Elementary School at 7:00 p.
rn.
MONDAY, JANUARY 24
The New Concord Adult
Farmer Class will meet at the
Murray Vocational Center at
7:00p.m.
TUESDAY, JANUARY 27
The Lynn Grove Adult
Farmer class will meet at the
Murray Vocational Center at
7:00 p. m.
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 24
The Purchase Area 4-H and
FFA Dark Fired Tobacco
Show and Sale will be held on
Grower's Tobacco Floor at
10:00 a. m.
THURSDAY, JANUARY 29
The Hazel Adult Farmer
Class will meet at Dees Bank
of Hazel at 7:00 p. m.
SATURDAY, JANUARY 31
A class on the operation,
maintenance, and minor
repair of air conditioning units
on Farm tractors and com-
bines will be held at the
Murray Vocational Center
from 8:30 a. m. to 3:00p. m.
MONDAY, FEBRUARY
The New Concord Adult
Farmer class will meet at the
Murray Vocational Center at
7:00p.m.
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 3
The Almo Adult Farmer
class will meet at the North
Calloway Elementary School
at 7:00 p. Tn.
As of mid January, the supply situation in February is exp
ected
to look like this
RED MEATS—
Beef . plentiful, with Feb
production rates near Jan. lev-
els and about 5% above year
earlier. 13% above the 1973-
75 Feb. average. Output of
fed beef will be trending UP-
ward for next few months.
Pork . light. Feb. produc-
tion rates near Jan. levels, but
about 15% under a year ear-




Record Feb. production about
7% more than a year earlier
and 5% above latest 3-year
average.
Turkey . adequate. New
crop marketings in Feb. some
30% ahead of Feb. 1975, and
nearly one-fourth more than
the 1973-75 average. Feb. 1
cold storage holdings about
30% less than a year earlier
and about 20% under the '73-
75 average. This means that
total Feb. turkey supplies will
be down about one-fifth from
a year earlier.
Eggs . . adequate. Feb.
output slightly above a year
earlier and a shade less than
the 1973-75 monthly average.
MILK & DAIRY PRODUCTS—
Milk and dairy products .
adequate. Dec. milk produc-
tion rose 2.1% from a year
earlier and was 1.2% above
the 1972-74 monthly average.
While production should con-
tinue to increase seasonally,
continued strong demand for
cheese and ice cream could
make less milk available for
butter and nonfat dry milk in
comparison with Feb. 1975
output. Nov. 1975 output of
butter and nonfat dry milk was
about 4% under a year earlier
and 3% below the previous 3-
year average. American cheese
production was about 0.5%
above a year earlier and al-
most 1% ahead of the pre-
vious 3-year average. Commer-
cial dairy product stocks in
early Dec. continued to .de-
cline from year-earlier and 3-
year averages. Examples: but-
ter, 75% under a year earlier
and 65% below the 3-year av-
erage; American cheete, 25%
and 
550/0; nonfat dry milk, 70%d % 
FRUITS, VEGETABLES, NUTS
Fresh apples . plentiful.
Nov. 30 cold storage stocks
16% greater than a year ear-
lier and 26% larger than most
recent 3-year average.
Fresh winter pears (mainly
D'Anious) . . plentiful. Nov.
30 cold storage holdings 15%
above a year earlier and 33%
more than 1972-74 average.
Frozen red tart cherries ...
plentiful. Nov. 30 stocks up
25% from a year earlier and
27% greater than the 1972-
74 average.
Fresh citrus fruits and juic-
es . . plentiful. Early, mid-
season, and Navel orange pro.
duction to be slightly above
last season and 7% more
than the latest 3-season aver-
age. Grapefruit crop expected
record large, up 14% from
last season and 9% larger
than the most recent 3-season
average. Florida frozen con-
centrated orange juice proces-
sors' stocks Jan 3 were 20%
above a year earlier and 37%
more than latest 3-season av-
erage.
Canned non-citrus fruits ...
plentiful. The 1975 pack was
slightly smaller than previous
year, but total supplies are
heavier because of larger car-
ryover
Raisins plentiful, be-
cause of heavy production in
1975 and 1974. Dried prunes
. plentiful. Estimated 1975





stocks Nov. 30 were 4% larg-
er than year earlier and 16%
larger than 1972- 74 average.
Supplies of frozen sweet corn
and green peas 17% higher
than in 1974; frozen lima
beans and snap beams, 16%
and 9% more. Frozen potato
inventories on Nov. 30 were
slightly greater than a year
earlier and exceeded the lat-
est 3-year average by 12%.
Canned sweet corn stocks Dec.
1 were 50% larger than year
earlier and 19% greater than
the 1972-74 average. Dec. 1
supplies of canned green peas
were 40% heavier than a year
earlier and 37% ahead of the
latest 3-year average.
Fresh potatoes . ade-
quate. Dec. 1 stocks 4% un-
der record level of a year ear-
lier, but 7% larger than 1972-
74 average.
Peanuts . . . plentiful. Com-
mercial stocks Nov. 30 were
8% greater than a year ear-
lier; 1975 crop was record
large. Almonds . plentiful,
because of large carryover
from record 1974 crop. Esti-
mated 1975 production about
27% below that of 1974. Wal-
nuts . . plentiful. Record '75
crop should top 1974 output
by about 22%. Pecans .
plentiful; 1975 production is
about 68% greater than '74's
small output.
GRAINS & LEGUMES—
Rice . . plentiful. Record
1975 production 14% above
a year earlier and 32% more
than 1972-74 average. Dry
beans . . plentiful, though
last year's production 15%
less than record 1974 crop
and 6% under 1973-74 aver-
age. Dry peas . . . plentiful,





tion in 1975 was record high,
19% ahead of record 1974
crop and 27% greater than
latest 3-year average.
Corn . . . plentiful for food
use. Record crop 25% larger
than a year earlier, and near-
ly 10% above 1972-74 aver-
age.
Terminology used: PLENTIFUL — More than enough for requirements. ADEQUATE—Enough to
meet needs. LIGHT — Less than adequate; not enough for normal needs.
What To Do In February
By Nevyle Shackelford
UK College of Agriculture
February is the shortest
month of the year — a fact for
which most people in the
North Temperate Zone are
thankful, since, in character,
February is a month of storms
and cold. Although it usually
has a few warm, sunny days
that point to spring, often the
very heaviest snows of the
year come and linger on the
ground longest during its
tenure. Not too many years
ago, as can be recalled,
remnants of a snow that fell on
St. Valentine's Day remained
on north hillsides until the last
day of March.
Because it is usually a
month of dreadful weather,
February may seem an off
month for the gardener, but it
isn't. Traditionally, February
14 was the date to plant peas.
Then, as the busy month of
March is in the immediate
offing, February is high time
to make ready for the garden
season.
February is a time to paint,
sharpen, and repair garden
tools and equipment; make an
inventory of garden supplies,
and order seeds — while there
Farmers Groin
And Seed Co.
Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Buyers af
CORN • SOYBEANS .WHEAT
Destribirtors Of
Wayne Feed Della Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continuolly reports Chicago Board
if Trade mad Prices of Corn. Soybeans and Wheat
FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Dan Boaz, Owner — Robby bleeder, Mgr.
is some leisure time yet
available. It is much easier to
have the rototiller taken care
of now than it will be when it is
needed to break up a potato
patch. Also, it will be much
more convenient to have the
lawn mower blade sharpened
now and the machine ready to
go when it is time to cut the
grass for the first time. With
these two jobs out of the way,
the gardener will not be in
competition with all those who
have waited until the last
minute and when service is




College of Agriculture say that
February — before the trees
start to grow — is a good time
to get your fruit-tree pruning
done. Fruit trees will bear, of
course, if they are not pruned
but will do better if pruned at
this time. It is the time, too, to
spray fruit trees with a
solution of lime and sulphur or
dormant oil to control scale
insects. Good fruit is the result
of intelligent pruning and
spraying. The products of
trees that do not have this care
are usually wormy and knotty.
The horticulturists also
advise the trimming and
shaping of certain kinds of
shrubbery in February, ad-
ding that shrubbery is pruned
largely to remove the oldest
wood in order to induce new
growth from the bottom. Be
careful to trim only the
flowering shrubs that bloom
late in the season. To trim or
prune the early flowering
varieties now will destroy the
blossoming wood, and there
will be fewer blossoms. Also
avoid pruning trees and
shrubs that bleed — trees like
elm, birch, and maple. Leave
these trees until September or
until the foliage is well
developed.
On inclement days in
February, time sometimes
hangs heavy; reading seed
catalogs, the new almanacs,
and other literature palls; and
symptoms of cabin fever
begin to appear. This situation
can be brightened by putting
on overshoes and fleece-lined
jacket and going out to collect
some woody branches for
forcing into bloom. Pussy
willow, forsythia, and
flowering quince are good
subjects for forcing
After bringing the branches
into the house, submerge them
in lukewarm water for 24 to 48
hours. Then place them in a
vase of warm water and store
in a cool place (50-SO degrees
F.,. As soon as color begins to
show, place them in a well-
lighted area. Then choose the
best branches and make an
arrangement to bring a touch
of spring to the house.
In passing, it is not worthy
that while February is the
shortest month, it has much
more than its share of unusual
days. There is Candlemas Day
and Ground Hog Day on the
2nd and Pea-Planting Day on
the 14th. Then there are bir-
thdays of Washington, Lin-
coln, Dickens, Lanier, Lowell,
Longfellow, and host of other
notables of great character
and high ambition who
achieved greatness and
everlasting fame. February
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An Individual Retirement Account (IRA) is a per-
sonal tax-sheltered retirement plan. It was developed
by Congress to bring to every American worker the op-
portunity to build a more secure future for himself and
for his family.
Corporations have long been permitted to establish
retirement plans for their employees. As long as a plan
met certain requirements, employer contributions to
the plan were fully tax deductible. Likewise, employer
contributions on behalf of an employee were not
ctrrently taxable to the employee. He was taxed on his
share of the plan only when he received it. 4,
Since 1962, tax deductions for contributions to a sic"
self-
employed persons. In that year Congress determined
retirement plan have also been available to  1
that these persons, too, should be allowed a tax- 4
sheltered method of saving for retirement. The result 4
was H. R.-10, a law which allowed the sell-employed to i?c
make tax-deductible contributions to a pension or
profit-sharing plan. 5
While corporate and H. R.-10 plans covered a sub.:'
gimbal portion of the working population, a large num-
ber of workers still had no tax-sheltered means by
which to supplement Social Security. Recognizing that
Social Security alone is inadequate, especially in times
of inflation, Congress has now provided for Individual
Retirement Accounts for those not covered by other
plans. Amounts set aside in an IRA may be placed in a
trust or custodial account with a financial institution
such as ours. They may also be invested in an annuity .
or endowment contract, or qualified retirement bonds. $
We would like the opportunity to discuss with you, °
first hand, how such an account might benefit you.
Bank of Murray 
I
FDIC
"You've Got No Place
to go but up.




It's more than the break of a new day. It
brings the promise of new prosperity.
The opportunities for both agriculture anci
ag-related businesses have never appeared
brighter. There's a new awareness of Amerii
ca's agriculture. It's high time.
Look to us for financial fuel,
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Crenshaw One Of Youngest To




( AP) - There was Ben
Crenshaw, once again happily
restored to the bright promise
of his amateur years, now
firmly implanted on one of
history's youngest
comebacks.
There was his bride, Polly,
anxiously cautioning Ben not
to mention her age (18)
"because I won't be able to get
a celebration drink."
And there was Jack
Nicklaus, shrugging
philosophically and then,
almost in a comedy act,
patting his pockets in a vain
and futile search for a
passport.
Those three pictures
emerged Sunday from the
confused, confusing and
dramatic close to Bing's 35th
Clambake, the $185,000 Bing
Crosby National Pro-Am Golf
Tournament.
"I'm the only guy in the
world making a comeback at
24," Crenshaw said after his
*id, three-under-par 69 had
steed him to a two-stroke
victory, a triumph that ended
almost three years of
frustration for the young man
who hit the game with the
gaudiest credentials and the
most impressive start in
limeades - only to follow with
• tall to mediocrity.
"I don't have it happen very
often, but I had it happen to
me today," Nicklaus said
after an all-but-incredible last
round 82 - one of the highest
rounds of his competitive
career.
"It happened,", he said
before boarding a helicopter
to San Francisco to make
connections with a jet for a
business trip to Tokyo. That's
AYGROUAD
xt time you get the urge to
01sly around in Florida . .
rtte to Daytona's Castaway,
del state's most complete play-
POund for singles and families
Oka. Check these features..
411(1 850 ft. on Beach & Ocean
tio 300 Rooms, Efficiencies,
Suites & Apartments
pi Restaurant & Lounge
101-Night Club, Dancing &
• Entertainment
1:1 2 Pools, Kiddie Pool &
. Playground
n Volleyball & Shuffleboard
Basketball, Game Room§
Sauna, Exercise Rooms
''.Gift Shop & Beauty Salon
r6
olor TV & Refrigerator
Tennis & Golf Privileges
5 Miles to Disney World
• Daily door-to-door Bus
:•-' -Service availablelonFree chaise lounges
Ample self parking
e play in Our playground,
RI Daytona's most complete
year 'round fun resort!
when he started his pocket-
patting routine. A look of
almost comic dismay crossed
his face.
"I just remembered," he
said. "I don't have a passport.
That tops it."
It was a less-than-perfect
close to a less-than-perfect
day for Nicklaus, who was
beset by a series of golfing
misfortunes, misadventures
and misjudgments normally
visited only upon a weekend
hacker.
He started the bright, sunny
day in first place. He was
playing Pebble Beach, one of
his favorite courses. He ap-
peared in commanding
position to win his fourth
Crosby title.
Racers Even Conference Mark
By Slipping Past Bucs 78-72
Fred Overton returned the
favor to Leroy Fisher
Saturday night.
Last season, East Ten-
nessee dumped Murray State
twice and Saturday, Murray
took its first step toward
gaining revenge from last
year as the Racers clipped the
Bucs 78-72 in Johnson City.
The win evens Murray's
Ohio Valley Conference
record at 2-2-and brings the
total season slate to 5-8. East
Tennessee drops to a dismal 0-
in the league and an even
more dismal 2-12 overall.
The game started out
looking quite dismal for
Murray State as the Bucs, who
were holding a 10-6 lead, broke
Western Kentucky New
Leader In OVC Race
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
For the moment, Western
Kentucky is the undisputed
leader in the Ohio Valley
Conference basketball race.
But the Hilltoppers will have
to shoot down some high-
flying Eagles tonight in order
to stay in first place.
Western took over the OVC
lead with a 78-74 win over
archrival Eastern Kentucky
while defending champion
Austin Peay was upset 83-81
by Tennessee Tech. Western is
4-0 in league play while Austin
Peay is 3-1.
But Western tonight must
invade resurgent Morehead, a
team which has won its last
three starts to even its record
at 6-6 and its OVC mark at 2-2.
Morehead's latest win was a
74-63 decision over Middle
Tennessee, which brought a
10-3 record into the game.
In other games involving
Kentucky teams tonight,
Eastern Kentucky hosts
Middle Tennessee, Murray is
at Tennessee Tech, Camp-
bellsville visits Pikeville,
Kentucky Wesleyan is at
Tennessee State and Kentucky
State is at Knoxville, Tenn..
In other games last
Saturday, Murray upended
East - Tennessee 78-72, Ken-
tucky State trimmed Pikeville
87-78, Kentyrky Wesleyan





trounced Thomas More 84-68
and Centre nipped Principia of
Illinois 77-75.
Chuck Rawlings scored 25
points, including two clutch
free throws that saved
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with one of the stiffest football
probations in history. --
Michigan State President
Clifton Wharton scheduled a






Boston Col 70, Yale 56
Colgate 61, Columbia 57
Cornell 15, Buclmell 69
Dartmouth 73, Boston U 57
Holy Cross 99, Rochester 86
Howard 64, Delaware St 60
La Salle 75, Providence 73
Lincoln 91, Md-E Shore 79
Long Island 66, Fair. Dickin-
son 61
Manhattan 63, Army 62
Niagara 54, Jacksonville 53
Pittsburgh 80, Temple 63
Princeton 58, St. John's, N.Y.
55, OT
Rhode Island 63, Connecticut
60
Rutgers 113, Lafayette 79
St. Bonaventure 90, Canislus
71
Syracuse 87, Northeastern 75
Trinity, Conn. 75, Coast
Guard 68
Villanova 69, Penn 67
W Virginia 69, Penn St 64
SOUTH
Alabama 92, Miss. St Si
Fairmont St 86, W Virginia St
74
Georgia 83, Louisiana St 79
Georgia Tech 71, Newberry
61
Grarnbling 94, Prairie View
91
Illinois St 81, Wake Forest 79
Jackson St 00, New Orleans
Xavier 90
Kentucky 89, Florida 82
Kentucky St 87, Pikeville 78
Memphis St 85, Cincinnati 79
Moreheed 84," Middle Ten-
nessee 63
New Orleans 111, Samford 511
N Carolina St 106, Duke 101
NE Louisiana 87, McNeese 63
Old Dominion 120, Campbell
93
S Carolina 84, Davidson 70
S Florida 84, Georgia St 76
Tennessee 56, Mississippi S3
Tarr 09800 St 112, Ind St
EVT111V I . 52
The Citadel 75, Richmond 74
Tulin* 100, Denver 96, OT
Vanderbilt 71, Auburn s
Virginia 69, Clemson 61
VMI 74, E Carolina 60
Virginia Tech 108, Marshall
82
W Kerducky 78, E Kentucky
74
MIDWEST
Cincinnati Xavier 67, Navy 64
Creighton 95, St. Louis 80
Detroit 86, Dayton 70
Indian, 85, Minnesota 76
Indiana Central W, ButOr $6
lowa 78, Ohio St 67
Koreas St 65, Oklahoma Si
Kent St 68, Cent Michigan 62
Mankda 74, N Dakota Stale
65
Marquette /2, Fardham 64
Miami, Ohio 66, Ohio U 63
AAlchigan 64, Purdue 110
AAichigan St 74, Illinois 63
Missouri 64, Iowa ST 68
Nebreska-Omehe 63, YCXXIQ
stow 1 St 54
nowledges _ that some
violations took place, but we
regret that the NCAA council
was unable to accept our proof
of innocence in the matters
appealed to It," Wharton said
in a statement Sunday after
learning of the three-year
penalty.
The Spartans, cited for
recruiting violations, were
barred from appearing on
television or playing in
postseason competition for
three years following the 1976
season.
The Big Ten school will be
allowed only 20 new football
scholarships next year instead
of the allowable 30, and only 25
the following two years.
The NCAA also ordered
Michigan State to "sever all
relations between two
representatives of its athletic
interests and its in-
tercollegiate athletic
Program."
In addition, Michigan State
was ordered to prohibit one
assistant football coach from
any recruiting during the
probationary period. A second
assistant is restricted from
recruiting off campus during
the first year of the probation
while a third was ordered
admonished to guard against
a recurrence of violations of
NCAA regulations.
The NCAA's probe began
last April when an uniden-
tified school filed a complaint
about Michigan State. The
complaint concerned a
reported 70 violations the
university made in recruiting
high school athletes, par-
ticularly in Ohio.
At the time, Coach Denny
Stolz was quoted as saying,
"We have done nothing that
would constitute Michigan
State being put on probation."
He called the allegations
"typical of what happens
when a young program
becomes successful."
In a written release, Arthur






meaningful in that they
recognize the seriousness of
the violations in this case, and
are directed toward the





had built a 69-58 lead with six
minutes left but Jimmy Segar,
who led Eastern with 22
points, brought the Colonels
within 72-70 before Rawlings
put the decision out of reach.
Ted Hundley and Herbie
Stamper each scored 21
points, most coming in the
second half as Morehead
pulled away from Middle
Tennessee. The Eagles broke
a 36-36 tie on Brad Le-Master's
layup and gradually built the
margin to 64-47.
Jesse Williams scored 17
points, Grover Wollard added
16 and three other Racers
broke double figures as
Murray evened its OVC record
at 2-2. The Racers trailed 17-6
in the early going but went
ahead for good at 28-27 and
never looked back.
Gerald Cunningham scored
35 points and Lewis Linder
added 28 as Kentucky State
avenged an earlier loss to
Pikeville. Pikeville last led at
62-59 but Linder hit three long
baskets and Cunningham
added a three-point play as
Kentucky State recorded its
54th consecutive home court
victory.
loose for seven consecutive
points and moved out to a 17-6
cushion early in the first half.
Since East Tennessee is
suffering through a horrible
season, there weren't many '
fans on hand. And maybe
that's one reason why Murray
State didn't get blown out in
the first half.
Of course the other reason
was good basketball. Behind
the ballhawking offensive and
defensive efforts of Paul
Smith and Jeff Hughes, the
Racers began trimming away
Players Wanting Just
To Enjoy Pro Bowl
By AUSTIN WILSON
AP Sports Writer
NEW ORLEANS (AP) -
Jack Lambert is smiling, not
scowling. Cliff Harris isn't
talking about intimidating
anyone. In fact, all 80 of
professional football's
brightest stars approach
tonight's Pro Bowl kickoff in
an amiable frame of mind.
"It's the one time all year
that you can play for the sheer
enjoyment of the game,"
Lambert said. Lambert,
middle linebacker for the
Pittsburgh Steelers, will
anchor the American Con-
ference defense in the
National Football League
showcase of talent.
"There's not nearly as much
pressure to win in this one as
there is during the regular
season," said St. Louis
quarterback Jim Hart, who is
scheduled to start for the
National Conference team.
"We're here to have a good
time - enjoy ourselves. It's
party time," said Jack
Youngblood, defensive end of
the Los Angeles Rams.
"Of course you want to win.
It's a matter of pride," said
L.C. Greenwood of the
Steelers. "I'll get up for the
game Monday. Meanwhile,
I'm enjoying myself."
"I guess the adrenalin will
be pumping by game time, but
right now it's all fun," said
Harris, the Dallas Cowboys
defensive back.
The squads worked an hour
a day on the field preparing
for the game and put about an
equal amount of time into
team meetings.
Workouts - especially at





Even talks of a player
boycott didn't spoil the fun.
After a week of rumors and
meetings, the players decided
Thursday not to take a strike
vote.
Any boycott would have
been triggered by failure of
the NFL to pay anything into
the players pension fund
during the time the league has
been without a contract with
the NFL Players Association.
While the strike talk didn't
sour the party atmosphere, it
did spoil ticket sales. Henry
Sirnoneaux, ticket manager
for the contest, said he expects
no more than 35,000 for
tonight's game. He had earlier
predicted a turnout of up to
60,000.
Chuck Knox of the Los
Angeles Rams coaches the
National Conference team.
John Madden of the Oakland
Raiders is the American
Conference coach.
They've pared their normal
playbooks down to pocket size,
since the limited time
available prevents installing
anything sophisticated.
"You'll probably see the
ball in the air a lot," said Hart.
"That's generally the easiest
way to move it."
"We'll probably try for a
balanced approach," said Ken
Anderson, AFC quarterback.
"When you have running
backs like O.J. Simpson and
Franco Harris; you don't want
to pass too uau" -
Mart will be supported by
Terry Metcalf and Chuck
Foreman at the starting
runningbacks for the NFC.
Jacobs Gets Pair Of
Wins, Racers Third
Cuthbert Jacobs has
returned to the scene and it's
going to be nothing but good
news for the Murray State
track program.
Jacobs, who sat out last
year because of two knee
operations, regained his
strength and form as he won
two events Saturday in the
University of Illinois
Invitational and led Murray
State to a third-place finish.
As expected, the powerful
hosts won the team title with
150 points while a surprisingly
tough Kentucky State had 68
points, good enough for
second. Other teams scores
were Murray State 58, Middle
Tennessee 56, Northeast
Missouri 32, rilinois State 31,
Northwestern 30, Lincoln 21
and Louisville 16.
Points were given for six
places on a basis of 10 for first,
eight for second and so on
down the line with one point
being awarded for the sixth-
place finish.
Jacobs qualified for the
nationals in the 440 where he
smoked the field with a 48.4.
In the 300-yard dash, Jacobs
easily won with a 30.8.
Beats Brother
WINTER HAVEN, Fla.
( AP) - Donnie Allison of
Hueytown, Ala., beat his
brother, Bobby, to win the
Winston Series Winter 100 at
Auburndale Speedway Park, a
NASCAR Grand National
event.
Bobby Allison, who won the
race last year, fell back from
second to fourth on the 70th lap
Sunday, and Robert Hamke of
Hialeah, Fla., surged ahead to
take second place.
Ernie Bass of Orlando, Fla.,
took third and Leroy Porter of
Orlando, Fla., placed fifth.
The race was the last time
the Alliaons will vie with each
other before the 24 Hours of
Daytona In Daytona Beach,
Fla
"He ran real easy," Racer
Coach Bill Cornell said.
"He was ahead in both races
from the start to the finish and
just went out to win. I'm a
little biased but if you had to
pick an outstanding performer
in the meet, it would have to
be Bert," Cornell added.
In other track events,
Stanford "Little Joe" Patrick
was sixth in the 60-yard dash
with a 6.5 while in the 1,000-
yard run, Mike Vowell was
sixth with a 2:19.
Murray got two places in the
600. Lester Flax was third
with a 1:12.4 while sophomore
Nigerian Sylvester Onyekwe
was fourth with a 1:12.7.
Onyekwe led for most of the
race but tired near the end.
A solid effort was turned in
by Dennis Mabbitt in the 880.
Mabbitt had one of his best
indoor efforts and took second
with a 1:55.2. Brian Rutter had
an indoor personal best of 9:03
and finished third in the two-
mile run.
In the other track event, the
mile-relay team finished third
with a 3:19,1.
Legs included: Norman
Simms 50.5; Onyekwe 50.9;
Jacobs 47.5 and Flax 50.2.
Murray faired poorly in the
field events.
The best effort was that of
high jumper Carl Heissler who
took fourth with an effort of 6-
6. Heissler barely missed
clearing 6-8.
In the long jump, Patmore
Chatham was sixth with a 22-
la while in the triple jump,
Chatham was sixth with a 46-
2%.
The Racers will be at
Macomb Saturday for a dual
meet with Western Illinois
University.
at the lead.
Finally, with 6:55 left in the
half, the Racers went ahead as
Jeff Hughes scored on a
fastbreak layup to put Murray
up 28-27. The Racers never
again lost the lead.
Leading 34-33, the Racers
canned the final six points of
the first half and carried the
margin out to seven points. At
intermission, the lead was still
seven as Murray was on top
42-35.
At the 15:03 mark of the
second half, Hughes hit after
stealing the ball and Murray
stretched the lead out to 11
points, the largest of the
game, at 54-43.
The last 11-point lead came
at the 11:02 mark when Paul
Smith hit from 15 to put
Murray ahead 72-61.
East Tennessee came back
near the end of the game and
cut the Murray lead to three at
72-69 with just 1:46 left in the
game. But two free throws by
Smith followed by a fastbreak
bucket by Hughes pushed the
lead out to 76-69 and the
Racers were safely in the win
column.
Murray placed all five
starters in double figures.
Jesse Williams led the attack
with 17 points while Grover
Woolard added 16, Vic Jordan
and Hughes 14 and Smith
scored 10.
Smith started in place of
Tommy Wade. By hitting the
two free throws, he extended
his string of perfection at the
line on the season. The fresh-
man guard from Shelby
County has now hit 22 straight
charity tosses this season.
Murray will have an ex-
tremely rugged mission
facing them tonight as they
meet Tennessee • Tech in
Cookeville.
Tech defeated Austin Peay
83-81 Saturday in Cookeville
and that leaves Western
Kentucky with sole possession
oi first place in the OVC.
Other games tonight include




tg-tga ft-tta rb tp
Woolard 54 64 9 16
Jordan 7-14 0-0 5 14
Williams 7-19 3-5 5 17
Smith 4-5 2-2 1 10
Hughes 7-12 0-0 5 14
Blasinsame 2-5 3-3 3 7
Totals 32-63 14-16 31 78
East Teiriesses
fg-fga ?Vita rb tp
Brown 4-6 1-3 10 9
Richardson 2-7 9-0 0 4
Jones 74 0-0 12 14
Stuart 5-14 5-8 3 15
Morgan 5-14 0-0 2 10
Pinder 10-14 0-0 3 20
Horne 0-1 34 1 0
Totals 33-65 6-11 39 72
Murray 42 36-78
East Tn. 35 37-72
Red-Hot Colonels Get
Close Win Over Pacers
By MIKE CLARK
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE ( AP) - Jan
van Breda Kolff looked back
over his first week with the
Kentucky Colonels and made
one telling observation.
"We've won five of six
games since I joined the
team," the second-year for-
ward said. "It took us 2,Y2
months to win that many at
Virginia."
The latest victory in the
string was a 117-113 defeat of
Indiana Sunday in which the
newly acquired Van Breda
Kolff and three other reserves
teamed up with starter Wil
Jones to break the game open
in the third period and early in
the fourth.
Elsewhere in the American
Basketball Association, the
San Antonio Spurs beat the
New York Nets 128-104 and the
Spirits of St. Louis defeated
the Virginia Squires 121-100.
Trailing 82-80, van Breda
Kolff, Jones, Kevin Joyce,
Ron Thomas and Johnny
Neumann breathed life into
Kentucky's dormant fast
break and moved the Colonels
into an insurmountable 111-101
lead. Jones and Joyce each hit
five baskets while Kentucky
was on its 31-19 run.
Thomas was particularly
brilliant with 10 points and a
team-high 10 rebounds in 18
minutes of relief for 7-foot-2
Artis Gilmore,
Be Lamar of the Pacers led
all scorers with 29 points and
Billy Knight added 27.
Kentucky countered with
seven double-figure scorers,
led by Jones, who had 25 and
Gilmore with 20.
Spurs 128, Nets UM
Two ex-Nets led San Antonio
to its easy victory. Billy
Paultz scored 21 points and
grabbed 17 rebounds and
Larry Kenon had 29 points and
12 rebounds.
New York was worn out
after playing the completion
of a suspended game plus the
regularly scheduled game at
Virginia Saturday night.
Spirits 121, Squires 100
Caldwell Jones scored 21
points and grabbed 12
rebounds to held St. Louis
snap a sixgame losing streak.
The Spirits led by 14 points at
the half and extended it to 24





Requirements: Strong Desire To Get
Ahead, Self-Discipline, College Degree
And Sales Background Helpful But Not
Essential.
Earnings $15,000" While Training.
Potential in Excess of $25,000"
Call Mr. Gagnon 753-5986
Staying out of the hospital
can be just what the doctor orders.
With today's improved medical techniques, many types of
surgery don't require an overnight stay in the hospital.
which can be expensive
At Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky, were working
with doctors and hospitals to help find ways to eliminate
these expenses That's why we provide benefits for surgery
oar-formed ,on an outpatient basis .. whether in the hospital,
the doctor's office, or even in your home
We're committed to helping our members get the beSt
health care coverage at the lowest cost Providing benefits
for outpatient surgery is just one of the ways.
For more information about Blue Cross and Blue Shield
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fg-tga ft-fta r0 tp
5-8 6-6 9 16
7-14 0-0 5 14
7-19 3-5 5 17
4-5 2-2 1 10
7-12 0-0 5 14
2-5 3-3 3 7
3263 14-16 31 78
SAINIUMB
fg4ga ft-tta it tp
4-6 1-3 10 9
2-7 0-0 0 4
74 0-0 12 14
5-14 5-3 3 15
5-14 0-0 2 10
10-14 0-0 3 20
0-1 0-0 1 0
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( MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES)
Driesell Anxious For
Second Shot At UNC
CHAPEL HILL, NC. (AP)
- Lefty Driesell sounded
eager for a return match with
North Carolina's Tar Heels.
"They beat us and I'm
looking forward to the game in
Cole Field House," said
Maryland Coach Driesell,
referring to the Terrapins'
home court. The second-
ranked Terns were beaten 95-
93 by fifth-ranked North
Carolina in overtime Sunday.
North Carolina, down by 10
points at the half, took a five-
point lead in the overtime
before the Terps pulled to
within two. Then, with the
seconds ticking away,
Maryland's John Lucas stole
the ball but couldn't get off a
shot before the final buzzer.
It was the third Atlantic
Coast Conference loss for the
Terps, described by North
Carolina Coach Dean Smith as
one of the most talented
teams ever in the ACC.
They're the best team I've
seen this year, except maybe
us in the second half today."
"1 thought we had it and
then it got away," said the
dejected Driesell. "We were
outplayed, outcoached and
out-everythinged. I've been
coaching long enough to know
that one game doesn't mean a
thing.
"I thought we played well ...
at times. We played very
poorly at the end."
A capacity crowd of 8,800
and a national television
audience saw the Tar Heels
catch fire in the second half.
Tommy La-Garde hit two field
goals to tie the score at 83-83
with 1:59 remaining in
regulation. After a basket by
Lucas, Walter Davis tied it
again for North Carolina. Phil
Ford then put the Tar Heels in
front 87-85 on two free throws,
but Steve Sheppard's basket in
the final seconds sent the
game into overtime.
The first-place Tar Heels
are 5-1 in the ACC and 13-2
overall. Maryland is 1-3 in the
league, 13-3 overall.
In other top games Satur-
day, top-ranked Indiana
turned back Minnesota 86-76;
No. 3 Marquette blasted
Fordharn 92-64; No. 4 Nevada-
Las Vegas walloped Nevada-
Reno 125-91; 15th-ranked
Notre Dame jolted No. 6
UCLA 95-85; No. 7 Rutgers
crushed Lafayette 113-79;
Princeton stunned No. 9 St.
John's 58-55 in overtime and
No. 10 Tennessee edged
Mississippi 56-53.
Elsewhere, 11th-ranked
North Carolina State turned
back Duke 106-101; No. 12
Alabama whipped Mississippi
State 92-81; Oregon upset No.
13 Oregon State 83-68; No. 14
Wake Forest was upset by
Illinois State 81-79; Memphis
State shocked No. 16 Cin-
cinnati 85-79; No. 17 Michigan
outlasted Purdue 84-80; 18th-
ranked Missouri topped Iowa
State 84-68; 19th-ranked West
Texas downed Bradley 66-56,
and 20th-rated Virginia Tech
ripped Marshall 108-82.
Torn Abernethy scored 22
points and Scott May had 21 to
lead Indiana past Minnesota
for the Hoosiers' 46th straight
regular season victory. Ray
Williams scored 34 points for
Minnesota, including 22 in the
first half when the Golden
Gophers took a 45-40 lead over
the nation's top-ranked team.
Marquette whipped For-
dharn behind a 21-point per-
formance by Butch Lee. The
Warriors won their 10th
straight game and their 14th in
15 starts.
Nevada-Las Vegas beat
Nevada-Reno as Glen Gon-
drezick scored 21 points and
picked off 16 rebounds. The
victory was the 20th this
season for the unbeaten
Rebels.
Adrian Darnley scored 30
points and Duck Williams
sparkled in a reserve role to
lead Notre Dame's upset of
UCLA. The Fighting Irish
reeled off 11 straight points in
the ftrst half and withstood a
second-half rally by the
Bruins.
Unbeaten Rutgers won its
15th straight game as Mike
Dabney scored 22 points. The
Scarlet Knights shot 55 per
cent horn the field.
Erni2 Grunfeld sank a foul
shot with four seconds left to
give Tennessee its victory
over Mississippi. Bernard
King, the leading scorer in the
Southeastern Conference, was
held to a below-average 20
points.
Marshals Shock Top-Ranked
Tilghman, Schaper Gets 27
Just about the time some
team is ready to settle down
and assume the role as the
best team in the First Region,
some other team comes along
and the only thing left to
assume is that nobody is going
to establish themselves as the
favorite in the crazy race.
That was the case at North
Marshall Saturday night as
host Marshall County blitzed
top-ranked Paducah Tilgh-
man 79-69 before a wild and
overflow crowd.
Tilghman won part of the
game. The Blue Tornado
scored 62 points from the field
while the Marshals scored just
44. But the free throw line as
the difference in the game.
Marshall County hit on 35 of
42 attempts from the charity
stripe while Tilghman hit
seven of 14, The Marshals had
just 14 fouls while the Tornado
had 28.
Junior forward Larry
Schaper was the difference in
the game for the Marshals.
Schaper hit seven field goals
and 13 of 14 from the line to
finish with a game-high 27
points.
Another key was the
defensive effort by 6-4 junior
center George Phelps on
Tilgtunan's 6-6 center James
Greer. Phelps scored 14 points
in the contest while holding
Greer to just four.
Marshall County jumped out
to a 10-3 lead early in the game
before Tilghman battled back
to tie the contest at 11 apiece.
Each team scored a bucket
before senior guard David
Reed canned a 15-footer with
13 seconds left to boost the
Marshals to a 15-13 edge at the
end of the first period.
Six times in the second
period the game was tied. The
last tie came at the 1:02 mark
the Tilghman's Delbert
Shumpert hit two free throws
to knot the count at 29 apiece.
Then junior guard Doug
Williams hit a two-pointer to
put Tilghman up by two before
Mike Rosa hit a free throw to
leave Tilghman holding a 31-30
lead at halftime.
Schaper and Phelps went
wild in the third period,
combining for 15 points.
The lead changed hands six
times in the frame and five
times the score was tied. With
1:08 left in the third quarter,
Schaper hit two free throws
and Marshall County pulled
out to a 49-47 edge.
Mike Rosa hit a free throw
Foreman Outslugs Lyle, Both
Fighters Had Slugfest Won
By JACK STEVENSON
AP Sports Writer
LAS VEGAS, Nev. ( AP) -
Those George Foreman
bombs have returned to the
heavyweight picture and the
22-year-old ex-Olympic and
pro champion says he wants to
keep busy and win back his
title.
"I want to be the champion
again," he declared after
stopping Ron Lyle in the fifth
round at Caesars Palace on
Saturday afternoon.
What appears most
probable for Foreman is a
fight against Joe Frazier, the
man he knocked out in two
rounds to win the title on Jan.
22, 1973, in Jamaica.
Muhammad All then stopped
Foreman in Zaire, Africa,
"I was rusty," admitted
Foreman who was knocked
down twice in the fourth round
before storming back in the
fifth to down Lyle for the full
count and at least a minute
more.
-There is no doubt I can
punch," Foreman added, "but
I think this time I showed
determination. This is the first
time I ever fought off the
canvas."
Although the ex-champ says
he'd like to fight All as soon as
possible, it appeared the
current heavyweight king will
choose Ken Norton as the foe
in his next major title defense.
Before that, All must fight
Belgium's Jean Pierre
Coopmans in Puerto Rico with
the title at stake. But All will
be a prohibitive favorite
against the European.
Foreman, who now lives on
a ranch in Livermore, Calif.,
weighed 226 to 220 for Lyle of
Denver. Colo. The first round
Lady Racers Have Bad Luck
In Pair Of Weekend Games
By Patsy J. Beauchamp
Ledger & Times Sports Writer
When it rains it pours; and
that not only goes true for the
little girl on the Morton salt
box. It also holds true for the
Murray State Lady Racers as
they lost to both Eastern and
Morehead over the weekend.
Besides losing badly in both
games, serious injuries were
sustained by two starters.
Jackie Jo Mounts suffered a
broken finger in the first few
minutes of the Morehead
game. Surgery will be
required and she will be
sidelined indefinitely.
Sindy Macovik suffered an
injury to her left knee and will
probably not be seeing action
the rest of this week.
n'he injury to Jackie that
early in the Morehead game
just threw a blanket over us
the rest of the game," said
Coach Dew Drop Rowlett.
And that blanket smothered
the Lady Racers as they fell
n-59 to a somewhat "fired up"
Morehead squad.
Morehead has been having a
faltering season and are just
now finding themselves. And
according to the Lady Racers,
they played as if they had
never been lost.
"With Jackie out, we had no
one to cover Ames," groaned
Rowlett, "I ran several girls
in to try to and cover her, but
she still got loose for 22
points."
Sindy Macovik led the Lady
Racers with 17 points. Cindy
Leimbach contributed 13
points while Roxan Maddix
added 12.
"Rqsan Maddix and Cindy
Leim6ach played a very good
game," praised Rowlett. "I'm
especially proud of Rosen.
She came in and did an ex-
cellent job for us at the guard
position. It was definitely her
best game of the year."
Eastern continued to per-
suade everyone that they are
the best team in the state as
they handed the Ladies a 69-46
defeat.









much the same as the MSU-
Western game. The Lady
Racers stayed with the
Colonels throughout the game
but once again lost steam
midway into the second half.
-Their fullcourt press just
ran us to death," said Rowlett.
"We just couldn't keep up with
them. We threw the ball away
too much."
"Lee Stokely played a great
game. She did a good job for
us out there as guard but it
just wasn't enough."
Eastern pulled away to a 29-
22 half-time lead. Behind the
scoring of Leimbach, the Lady
Racers stayed with the
Colonels until four minutes to
go in the game. Then the
Colonels got hot.
Hitting on 14 of 23 free
throws, 13 of which came in
the second half, the Colonels
stretched a four-point lead
with four minutes left in the
game to a 69-46 final margin.
Leirnbach paced the Lady
Racers in scoring with 14
points. Sindy Macovik added
10.
The Lady Racers are now 7-
Son the season.
The Ladies will be hosting a
weak Kentucky State team




Proctor 9, Gay 8, Condreva 5,
Lehmann 2, Moeller 4, Lun-
dberg 8, Freshwater 12,
Pendell 2, Kok 7.
Murray (46)-Mounts 6,
Jones 4, Hayes 4, Griffith 2,
Stokely 2, Leiznbach 14, Sindy





Thompson 2, Wanhoose 4, Fay
11, Dannes 2, lasac 16, Blevins
4, Thomas 8, Ames 72, and
Jones.
Kerrey (59)-Dillingham 2,
Maddix 12, Jones 10, Sindy
Macovik 17, Stokely 2,
Leimbach 13, Sandy Macovik
1, Parrish 2, and Griffith.





and general manager of the
Boston Celtics, has taped
some basketball lessons which
are being aired at halftime of
National Basketball
Association telecasts this
season, and perhaps the
Buffalo Braves should have
been watching.
Then again, Auerbach's
players conducted a clinic of
their own in the 48 minutes
surrounding halftime on
Sunday, and that sure didn't
help the Braves any.
"They beat us in every
phase of the game-they beat
us to death," said Buffalo
Coach Jack Ramsay after the
Celtics overran the Braves
135-107 Sunday, embarrassing
Buffalo before a national TV
audience.
"We got off to a real good
start, and then we really
didn't have any let-ups," said
Boston captain John Havlicek,
who played in the 1,077th
game of his career, tying
Portland Coach Len Winona
for second on the all-time list
behind Hal Greer's 1,172.
Charlie Scott led Boston's
rout with 30 points, playing
what Celtics Coach Toni
Heinsohn called "his best
game for us." Five other
Boston players scored in
double figures as the Celtics'
running game proved too
much for the Braves to
contain.
In the second half of the TV
doubleheader Sunday, the
Kansas City Kings beat the
Chicago Bulls 118-110. Sunday
night, the Philadelphia 76ers
edged the Atlanta Hawks 112-
109 and the Washington
Bullets beat the Los Angeles
Lakers 105-101.
Boston led 36-27 at the
quarter and stretched it to 68-
51 at the half, Scott getting 16
of his points before in-
termission. The closest
Buffalo came after that was
70-57, but Boston ran away
after that.
Dave Cowens and Glenn
McDonald added 18 points
apiece for Boston, Jo Jo White
and Steve Kuberski had 14
each and Reviled' 12. Bob
McAdoo had V points for
Buffalo, which had a six-game
winning streak snapped.
iglus HI, Belk 1311
Nate Archibald got Kansas
City's running game going.
helped the Kings to an nt-point
lead in the third period and
Chicago never resit%
threatened.
Archibald scored 27 points
and rookie Glenn Hansen
added 23 while Sam Lacey
controled the boards with 17
rebounds. Bob Love scored 26
for Chicago.
7krs 112, Hawks 109
Doug Collins' 15foot jumper
with 33 seconds remaining put
Philadelphia ahead to stay,
then Steve Mix added a pair of
free throws and a field goal to
clinch the victory.
Fred Carter led the 76ers
with 26 points while Lou
Hudson had 27 for Atlanta, 19
of them in the first period.
Ballets NS, Lakers ill
. Elvin Hayes, sidelined for
two gamest with a wrist injury,
came off the bench late in the
third quarter to score 10 points
as the Bullets overcame an 85-
77 Laker lead at the start of




ST. PAUL, Minn. (A?) -
Pied Lewia, le, Miami Beach,
seared 11 aces and dominated
Dennis Hofflander, Chicago,
21-5 and 21-3, to win the 850,000
Spaulding Pro Handball Tour
Sunday.
was slow but then the fight
became a slugging match.
When Lyle tagged Foreman
hard, the ex-champ reverted
to his previous style even
though his new trainer Gil
Clancy had been schooling
him on cutting down the length
of his punches.
A minute was cut off the
second round because of a
malfunction of electronic
timing equipment, but it didn't
make much difference.
Foreman had landed a hard
right-left combination just
before the end of the ab-
breviated round. Had Lyle
landed the punches and then
lost, there would have been a
major controversy.
Foreman registered his 38th
knockout and put his record at
41-1 while Lyle went to 31-4-1
and at 33 could be approaching
the end of his career
Team Champion
JACKSON, JAW, ( AP ) -
Florida State is the team
champion in the Southern U.S.
Track and Field Federation
indoor meet which was held
Saturday.
The Florida State squad had
83 points to 72 for second-place
Arkansas State. Alabama was
third with 40.5, followed by
Missssippi State with 37.5, and
Georgia and Northeast
Louisiana with 32 each.
Arkansas State's Ed
Preston set a meet record with
a 5.9 time in the 60-yard dash
and a 30.9-second clocking in
the 300-yard dash.
just before the end of the
period and the Marshals
carried a 50-47 edge into the
last eight-minute period.
Sports Briefs
By The Associated Press
GENERAL
WASIiINGTON - Milton
King, a Washington lawyer
who was vice president and
treasurer of the Redskins of
the National Football League,
died Friday night after suf-
fering a heart attack. He was
85.
LEXINGTON, Ky. -
Elmore Stephens, a former
University of Kentucky
football player, was among
three men convicted Saturday
of kidnaping a Lexington man
and of reckless homicide in his
death. Each was sentenced to
21 years in jail.
FOOTBALL
KANSAS CITY - Michigan
State's football team was
placed on probation Sunday





PEBBLE BEACH, Calif. -
Ben Crenshaw shot a three-
under-par 69 Sunday at the
Pebble Beach Golf Links and
won the Bing Crosby National
Pro-Am Golf Tournament
with a 72-hole total of 281,
seven under par and a two-
shot lead over Mike Morley.
Third-round leader Jack
Nicklaus shot a 10-over-par 82




Ingemar Stenmark of Sweden
won the World Cup slalom
Saturday and Franz Marnmer
of Austria won the downhill,
the final races in those events




Morerod, 19, of Switzerland
won the final lwomen's World
Cup giant slalom prior to the
Olympics. Rosi Mittermaier
of West Germany retained her




PIGLIO, Italy - Peter
Mueller and Leah Poulos won
1,000-meter races and Mike
Woods scored at 1,500 meters
as American speed skaters
put on a strong showing in an
International competition that
serves as a tuneup for the
Winter Olympics.
Tilghman hit the first six
points of the fourth period and
pulled out to a 53-50 lead,
Marshall County regained th4
lead at the 5:40 mark wherf
Schaper hit two free throws to
make it 56-55. The Marshals
never again lost the upper
hand.
Marshall County was
leading 67-63 when Schaper hit
two free throws then at the
1:20 mark, Schaper again hir.
two more and it was 71-63.
Twice, the Marshals enjoyed a •
10-point lead, the last one "
coming with just four seconds
left in the game when Reed
gunned a 10-footer to make it
79-69, the final score.
In the preliminary game,
Marshall County took a 60-5/..4
win over the Tilghman ct
jayvees,
Five Marshals placed ins' a
twin figures in the versa);
contest with Schaper's 27 ••
taking game honors while '7
Reed added 15, Phelps 14, -
Rosa 12 and Schwinghammer-4
• n
For Tilghman, Shumpert-Nit
fired in 26 while Goodwin.'
added 16. The inside attack of ,,T,"
the Blue Tornado was shutoff.- 9,2
Tilghman drops to 11-4 on..-.,ts
the season while the Marshals,
are now 9-6. the Marshals will 0 -#
not play again until Saturday ..r
when they host Mayfield in a
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Look In the section in vrbida
your birthday comes and fled
what your outlook Is, accordhig
to the stars
Your Individual Horoscope 
Frances Drake 
Wallace Cites Victory As Proof
- That Popularity Hasn't Slipped
ARMS
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 30) VA
Your enthusiasm, com-
petence and ability to formulate
sound programs should help you
to attain new ground now but, as
you progress, give a little extra
attention to domestic aftairs.
TAURUS
(Air. 21 to May 21)
There's a tendency now to be
too passive, to idle away time,
drift along indifferently. Rouse
yourself. Don't stall until ex-
ternal agents FORCE you to
act.
GEMINI
(May 12 to June 21) 1149i-
You will be expected to cope
with some unforeseen situations
now. Handle these bigger
responsibilities wWingly and
without fretting. It will pay
later.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
ming important now. Day
calls for deliberation and well
calculated action, but do not
wait TOO long before making
important decisions.
( July 24 to Aug. 23) 44:zLEO
Don't abandon a project just
because someone else may not
be enthusiastic about it, but
listen to their ideas anyway.
There COULD be some angles
you have overlooked.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. rs)
Auspkious stellar influences
stimulate your talents. Be
ready to move forward with
enthusiasm and hope. Written
matters highly favored
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) natn
Endurance and stability
needed. Be ready for changes.
Don't make unnecessary ones,
but accept those whida are
desirable. Alertness and self-
roastery will be bnportant.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 34 to Nov. 22) nt,fir
Familiar matters favored
rather than new ventures. You
may encounter tense feelings in
some areas. Keep your balance
and look at the bright side of
things.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) wrial0
Before you take off in any
direction, wait long enough to
carefully gather necessary data
and DO keep your wits about
you. This is no day in which to
act blindly.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 72 to Jan. 30) 1016Y
If not maldng the progress
you should, sten), Investigate,
ask questions and, if necessary,
retrace your steps. Much can be
done to step up advancement.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) eV
Bright new opportunities
Indicated. Rewards may not be
immediate, but day can be
more than just satisfying, and
can lead to bigger returns soon.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Review the inner forces that
drive you. Are you sure you are
on the right course! Day's in-
fluences call for better-than-
average effort.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with an extremely
alert mind; are always ready
for action, willing to take on
responsibility, no matter how
difficult. You are progressive in
your thinking and could become
a testier In almost any field of
your choice. The Aquarian
excels in journalism, the
graphic arts, advertising,
promotion and the theater.
Witty and endowed with a
magnetic personality, he could
become a top-ffight lecturer.
Birthdate of: W.A. Mozart,
Austrian composer; charles
Dodgson ( "Lewis Carroll"),
mathematician, author of
"Alice in Wonderland"; Jerome
Kern, American composer.
JACKSON, Miss. (AP) -
Alabama Gov. George
Wallace says his victory in
Mississippi's Democratic
precinct caucuses is proof that
his popularity in the South has
not slipped.
As returns continued to
trickle in from Saturday's
caucuses, Wallace led former
Georgia Gov. Jimmy Carter of
Georgia by a margin of better
than 3 to 1.
Wallace said Sunday that
the showing would help his
campaign, but he refused to
speculate on whether the
results would hurt Carter's bid
for the presidential
nomination.
"I think some of the national
press was ready to write that
Wallace was slipping in the
South, that he'd lose in
Mississippi," Wallace said.
"It turned out ... we certainly
haven't slipped."
Carter, meanwhile, said the




Saturday's caucuses, held at
2,133 precincts across
Mississippi, were the first of
four steps leading to the
selection of the state's
delegates to Democratic
national convention.
As tallying continued in
rural counties, it appeared
likely that Wallace had won a
majority of the delegates to
the state party's Feb. 14
county conventions.
With 48 per cent of the
estimated 3,000 county con-
vention delegates tallied, 45
per cent of the delegates were
pledged to Wallace and 27 per
cent were uncommitted.
Carter had 13 per cent and
Sargent Shriver had 12 per
cent, mostly from black
precincts. Sen. Lloyd Bentsen
of Texas and former Sen. Fred
Harris of Oklahoma had about
1 per cent each.
Wallace's percentage was
expected to increase today as
rural precincts were tallied.
His campaign coordinators
said the late-reporting rural
counties, most of which are
predominantly white, would
give their candidate at least
per cent of the total.
The percentage of delegates
chosen at the precinct level
will give a general indication
of who will control




factor in the complicated
delegate selection system is
which way the uncommitted





WINCHESTER, Ky. ( AP) -
Foresters are battling an
invasion of southern pine
beetles that could cost several
Eastern Kentucky counties
substantial amounts in forest
revenues.
Joe Nadolski, public in-
formation officer for the
Daniel Boone National Forest,
said Sunday that the insects
have infested thousands of
trees in at least 12 counties,
including seven counties
within the national forest.
The counties within the
forest, Nadolski noted, stand
to lose considerable amounts
if the outbreak grows, because
they are paid 25 per cent of
forest revenues in lieu of
taxes.
He said the beetles, which
bore into the bark of trees,
first were noted in Kentucky
NANCY
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last summer and that in-
festations have been found as
far north as Martin County,
which borders West Virginia.
The U.S. Forest Service, he
said, "is not totally op-
timistic" that it can prevent
the pest from spreading north-
ward.
The beetles have been found
in trees in McCreary, Whitley,
Leslie, Pulaski, Rockcastle,
Laurel and Jackson counties
in the Boone Forest and in
private woods in Knox, Bell,
Harlan, Perry and Martin
counties, he said.
Nadolski said foresters are
working to clear out and sell
infested trees, so their bark
can be burned at the mills to
hinder the spread of the
beetles.
He said the total potential
financial loss cannot be
estimated, but that the Boone
forest already has lost $140,000






from a two-day Christian
assembly held in Hopkinsville,
Kentucky January 17 and 18.
The entire congregation of
Jehovah's witnesses joined
more than 1700 other wit-
nesses from 21 congregations
In Western Kentucky and
Southern Indiana to hear Bible
counsel for living in this
modern world.
The Bible talk "How the
Kingdom of God Affects You"
by district supervisor W. J.
Benner of Brooklyn, N. Y.
highlighted the assembly.
Yearly growth of the wit-
nesses is nearly 300 thousand
world wide. Thirty were
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Larr mtuicx cm Lost
near Midway. Call 753-
=12
6 Hflp Wanted
IF YOU know bow to
work under a deadline
and maintain your
composure you may be
just the person we need.
The Murray Ledger &
Times has a lob waiting
for such a person.
Applicant must be able
to accept direction,
work side-by-side with
others, must be neat,
and must possess a
positive attitude.
Experience is not
mandatory but will be
considered.
Applications may be
picked up Monday and
Tuesday, Jan. M and 27,
at the Murray Ledger &





later than noon Wed-
nesday, Jan. 28. Phone




in person only at
business office at West
View Nursing Home,




strators. Part or full




































You must have a
successful work or self
employmerd history.
Sates background op-




Monday, January 26 or
Tuesday, January 27
at the Best Western in
Paducah. Phone:
(542) 4424341.









or couple wantx1 to care








for general office work.
Secure applications
from office of First
Baptist Church.
NEED LADY TO LIVE in
and care for elderly
woman. Mrs. Janice




BUY THE best for less. -4
















Post Office. Call 753-
3263.
1111111111M
1987 MUSTANG MI 3 " •
speed, new 60's and 70's
tires with rockets, new
battery. Will trade for
pickup truck. Call 437-
4596.
ANTIQUE CHERRY
dining room suite and












shampooer. Big K, Bel
Air Shopping Center.
CHAINS FOR YOUR
chain saws. Your choice
1/4" or %" pitch, enough
for 12" bar, $8.95; 16"














sale. 20" logs $14.80 a
rick. 24" logs $16.00 a
rick. Will special cut to
your needs. Call 436-
2315, if no answer call
753-4698.
CANNON CAMERA




flash, enlarger. Call 753-
7429.
FAKE FUR flowers, all
colors, for sale. Call WS.
7714.
SPECIAL 36" CHAIN
LINK fence with 1% 0.
D. line post, 1% O. D. top
rail, and tie wirer. 79
cents per ft. Limited to
material in stock. For
all your fencing needs




ONE I DRAWEE, one 4
drawer white Provindal
chest. $25.00, each. Call
7534143.
DEN FURNITURE, I
Ethan Allen couch, 1
love seat, 1 recliner, all
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ELECTSOLUX SALES




and Service, 500 Maple






Tractor with plow, disc,
cultivators, mower. One
13' case wheel disc. Call




Call 354-6392 or 753-8560.





with 150 H. P. Mercury,
power trim, Lawrence
L. F. G. 300 locator,
motor guide, trolling




Call 753-0053 or 753-7154.
ONE 357 MAGNUM
MARK III. Six inch
barrel target sights,
target grips, presen-



















1 ?I:1 South 13 Stroot
Flies. Roaches.
Silver Fish 8 Shrubs
Phone 753-3914







IA .44%. 311E 313
16 '
TWO CB WALKIE




for pair. Call 753-0062.
1/ Mobile Home Sales




$7,300 or best offer.
Phone 753-6809 or 492-
8120.
1973 SALEM 12 x 60 2
bedroom all electric, on
large lot. City water.
Call 7530565.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226
29 Mobile Home Rentals
TRAILER SPACE, Stella
trailer Court. Call 753-
2493.
NEW 2 BEDROOM
mobile home on large
lot. All electric, central
heat and air, water and
garbage pickup in-
cluded. 31/2 miles East of
Murray. 8120.00 per
month. Call 753-7381, or
753-3745.









small park, water, and
garbage pickup fur-
nished. Couples. $70.00
per month. Phone 753-
8216 after 5 p. m.
SPACE FOR 70 ft. trailer.
City water and sewage.








16th Street. Call 753-
3855.
32. Apartments For Rent
NICE SMALL apartment






Call 753-5918 or 753-9842.
FURNISHED APART-
















34 Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM





retired couple. Write to





Jan. 25. Call 753-0169.
37.




bull 51/2 years old.
Proven sire. Trade for
bull of comparable
quality. Call 753-4022
after 5 p. m.
38 Pet, Sdp.o
TWO BIRD DOGS for
sale. $25.00 each. Call
753-6087 after 6:30 p. m.
THE POODLE SHOP.
Professional grooming,





ments for 2, 3, 4 or 5
college girls. Close to
campus. Phone 753-51165




for 8 college girls or
boys. Each have private
quarters. Phone 753-
5365 days or 753-3108




Jim Adams Food Liners




Instruments To Choose From
BALDWIN • KIMBALL






and can be erected in 15
minutes. 8x 16 x 7 and 5
x 14 x 6. For all your
fencing needs. Call 444-
6865, A. A. A. Fence
Supply, Paducah, Ky.
39 Poultry Supplies




located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.




from dining area looks
over lake and golf
course. 4 bedroom, 3
baths, brick veneer,
central electric heat and
air, formal dining area,
den, wall to wall car-
peting, fireplace, patio,
double garage. Boyd







this week is a 3 Br., 1/2 B
home with central heat
and air, den, carport,
abundant storage areas
and fenced in back yard.
Priced to sell, so phone
Bill Kopperud today at
753-1722 or come by the
office at 711 Main Street
for further details.
' START THE New Year
with some land of your
own near Kentucky
Lake. We have some
very choice five acre
tracts on a black top
rood (Kirby Jennings
Trail) near Hamlin, Ky.
These can be purchased









'NOW COMES THE HARD PART."
43 Red Fo.e'r
NICE RECONDMONED
home at Kirksey, Ky.,
paneled, electric heat,
some furniture, car-
peted, home is priced to
sell at only $8,500.
Moffitt Realty Co., 206
South 12th, 753-3597.
THE QUALIFIED per-
sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to
talk to you regarding
your real estate needs.
Our time is your time.
Give us a call or drop by
the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-
7724.
46 Homes For Sale
BY ONWER, large 3
bedroom brick home at
1302 Kirkwood. Two
baths, family room with
fireplace, utility room,
central heat and air, 2
car carport, 10 x 60 patio
with gas grill. Also brick
utility building with 2
car carport. Call 753-
0846, for appointment.
BY OWNER: NEW 3
bedroom brick ranch, 2
baths, family room with
fireplace, built-ins.
Large utility room.
Attached 2 car garage.
$37,400. Oak Estate. Call
753-3833.
FOR SALE BY OWNER:
Three bedroom brick
home. Exceptioanlly
nice living room and den
with white shag carpet.
Full wall distinctive
rock fireplace in sunken
den. 200 x 105 corner lot.
For appt. call 7534850



























reduced from $8,000 to
$7,500. Two bedroom,
living room, kitchen and
bath, nice lot. See at 410
South 10th Street,
Murray, or call 753-81*.
OR TRADE by owner.
Tr -level house with
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. on double lot in quiet
subdivision, one mile
from city limits on 121






two air conditioners, ane
car garage, double wide
concrete drive, city
water, TV tower, storm
doors and windows. Call
753-1586.
46 Homes For Sale
DELIGHTFUL 3
BEDROOM Brick, large
rooms, Den, Central Heat
and Air, All Appliances,
on large shady lot.




4 ply polyester. White
wall your choice A78x13,
C78x13 or E78x14 one
low price $16.88 plus
$2.27 FE tax. Your
choice G78x14", 15" or
H78x15" one low price





plus $2.67 FE tax. Your
choice GR78x14", 15" or
H78x15" one low price
$34.30 plus $3.17 FE tax.
Wide ones 4 ply
premium nylon 'with
white raised letters,
your choice G70x14" or
G60114" one low price
$25.95 plus $2.97 FE tax.
Truck tires highway
tread 6 ply 700x15"
premium grades $22.54
plus $2.80 FE tax.
750x16" 8 ply premium




1972 SL7S HONDA dirt




1970 VW VAN, 59,000
miles. $1,495. Call 753-
9710.
1974 GMC, 4 wheel drive,
power steering, power
brakes and air. Short




1966 NOVA AND 1972
Nova. Call 753-9188 or
753-5669.
GIVE YOUR CAR THE
protection and shine it
needs to make It last you
thousands of miles
more. Call C & D
Garage, 713-2550. See
our ad in Services
Offered.
1973 HORNET SPOR-
TABOtTT power and air,
one owner Reduced
must sell. Call 753-9349.






074 VEGA WAGON, air
condition, 4 speed, GT
equipped $2,316. Call
753-2424 8a tO5 p. in







$73 DATSUN 1780. Like
new. $2,125 Cell been
8:30 to 5, 7534123 or
after 5, 7516786.
1973 DODGE PICKUP.
club cab. Good con-





$1,050 or best offer. Call
763-3531.
1972 CADILLAC De Ville,







after 6 p. m.
1974 PLYMOUTH Duster,
17000 miles, take over
payments. Call 436-2149.
1970 MAVERICK, $700.00.
Call 753-5429 after 4 p.
m.
1974 MONTE CARLO
Landau. Black on black
with extra equipment.





station wagon, both fully
equipped. Call 753-0883.
1968 MUSTANG 239 4
speed, new tires, extra
nice, 1969 Javelin SST,
V-8 automatic, factory








CHBACK, air and radio,
superior condition, must




Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every
Wednesday at 1:00 p.m.
sharp. Easy to get to.
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
or Sherry Rayn 815-968-
6262. This is a dealers
auction.
1968 TORINO 390 4-speed










Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, Yr mile













Call 7534827 or 753-9818.
STEEL BUILDINGS for




753-3897 or call Keith
Hayes Sales
Representative, 489-2488




of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.






Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from Hi-
Burger.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
81141 or 753-7203.
KIRBY CARPET CARE -
cleans rugs of all kinds.













a week. Call 753-9216.










vicinity of 121 South and
54 South to New Con-
cord. Gravel, white rock
and top soil delivered
anywhere. Call Ross,








TREE TOPPING, we do




efficient service. No lob
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
INSULATION - blown in
by SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling




patio covers and en-
closures. Aluminum







struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.






vinyl roof. $20.00, free
pickup and delivery.







CLAIR TIMOTHY hay for
sale. Call 0. L Cain, 753-
3537.
FREE FOUR MONTH
old kitten, yellow and
white striped. Has had
front paws declawed.
Playful and loving. Call
753-3535 after 4 30.
FREE 19 WEEK OLD
mixed breed puppy. Has
eager intelligent brown
eyes. Has a light brown
coat that looks like it has
been sprinkled with
black pepper. Will be
Large dog. Call 753-7869.
FREE 2 MONTH OLD
part Collie puppy. Black









Starting Monday, February 2nd, 1976 the City
of Murray Landfill business hours will be
changed to the following schedule-.
fAemiwf tine Frit* from mi. til 4 p. in.
Saturday from s. as. $0 12 neon
Oesed Unify' Ileidays
Itegidetieiss will be ',forted
Lee Bolen








( This alphabetised page will run weekly - clip it from 
••.the paper and save for hands reference)
Paper Hanging-Painting I ;
753-0961
Residences, Commercial, Canvasing,










Silver Fish lz Shrubs
Keiey's Tensile
& Pest Contra









































Service and Repair •
24 How Service
Norman Kimrnerzell
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Mrs. Cordie Palmer, former
resident of Calloway County,
died Saturday at six p.m. at
the Nashville Health Enter-
prises, Paducah. She was 78
years of age and a resident of
312 South 12th Street,
Mayfield.
The deceased was the wife
of the late Britt Palmer and
the daughter of the late
Rowland Brown and Nancy
Griffin Brown of Calloway
County. She was born January
M, 1898, and was a member of
the West Broadway Baptist
Church, Mayfield.
Mrs. Palmer is survived by
two stepsons, Roy and Henry
Davis of Mayfield; two
sisters, Mrs. Elizabeth
Morgan of Mayfield and Mrs.
'Eugene Fortner of Fulton;
several nieces and nephews.
The funeral is being held
today at 1:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Roberts Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with Rev.
Jimmy Madding officiating.
Interment will be in the Elm





Mrs. Hutchie Smith died
Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
*vital. She was 74 years of
Ite and a resident of Kirksey
Route One.
The Kirksey woman was the
wife of Herman G. Smith who
died April 8, 1957, and was a
member of the Mt. Cannel
United Methodist Church. She
was born June 5, 1901, in
Calloway County and was the
daughter of the late Alfred Lee
Billington and Birdie Estelle
Edwards Billington.
Mrs. Smith is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. W. L.
(Wilma Fait) Minton, Fulton
Route Four; three sons, John
B. Smith and Charles Smith,
Kirksey Route One, and
James Ralph Smith, San
Antonio, Texas; two sisters,
Mrs. Mary Edmonds, Murray
Route Two, and Mrs. Dennie
Adams, Florida; three
brothers, Charlie Billington,
Murray Route Two, Alfred
Lawrence Billington, Bowling
Green, and Edward
Billington, Big Sandy, Tenn.;
twelve grandchildren; nine
great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at ten a.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. Gary
Mohler and Bro. Connie Wyatt
officiating. Burial will be in
the Kirksey Baptist Church
Cemetery.
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Mrs. Miller Dies At
Hospital Sunday;
Rites Wednesday
Mrs. Laverne Adams Miller
of 1301 Wells Boulevard,
Murray, died Sunday at 2:40
p.m. in the Cardiac Care Unit
of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was 59
years of age.
The Murray woman had
been employed for ten years in
the Food Services Department
at Winslow Cafeteria, Murray
State University. She was a
member of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church. Born July 12,
1916, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of L,etie
Beaman Hale Hopkins, who
survives, and the late Albert
Hale.
Mrs. Miller was married to
Hafford Adams who died June
13, 1963. She was married June
26, 1975, to Treamon Miller,
who survives.
Survivors are her husband,
Treamon; mother, Mrs.
Hopkins, 201 North 13th Street,
Murray; one daughter, Mrs.
Don (Leta) Rutland, Murray
Route Four; two sons, Hafford
Adams, Jr., Sherwood
Forrest, Murray, and Isaac
Adams, Livonia, Mich.; one
step daughter, Mrs. Ron
(Anna Fay) Rettig,
Westland, Mich.; one brother,
Eubert Hale, Plymouth,
Mich.; twelve grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
held Wednesday at 10:30 a.m.
at the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
Rev. Lawson Williamson
officiating. Burial will be in
the Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the






Charlton of Benton Route
Nine, former resident of
Calloway County, died
Saturday at 10:20 p. m. at the
Benton Municipal Hospital.
She was 62 years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the Briensburg
Baptist Church. Born July 18,
1913, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late
Delmer Rogers and Virginia
Howard Rogers.
Mrs. Charlton is survived by
her husband, Estel Charlton;
two daughters, Mrs. Shirley
Alsobrook, Benton Route
Seven, and Mrs. Susan
Barrett, Calvert City; two
sons, Dan Charlton, Wright
City, Va., and Dale Charlton,
Manassas, Va.; two sisters,
Mrs. Mae Routon, Lynn
Grove, and Mrs. Helen Her-
ndon, Farmington; five
brothers, Hafford and Hillard
Rogers, Murray, Clayton
Rogers, Dallas, Texas, Edwin
Rogers, East St. Louis,
and Charles Rogers, Attich,
Mich.; six grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Collier Funeral
Home, Benton, with Rev.
Calvin Wilkins and Rev. T. L
Campbell officiating.
Burial will be in the Mar-
shall County Memory Gardens
with Quitman Herndon,
Homer, James, Doris, Hal,





Mexican women were given
the right to vote in a presiden-
tial election for the first time in
Random E. Olds established
the first automobile factory in
Detroit in 1199.
The Ford Motor Co. estab-
lished a minimum daily wage
of 16 in 1914.
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Honor Roll For Semester Is
Funeral Is Tuesday Listed For Calloway School
For Mr. Delaney,
Father Local Man
Funeral services for Master
Sgt. Retired Theodore Patrick
Delaney, Sr., will be held
Tuesday at ten a. m. at the
Hilltop Chapel, Fort Sill,
Okla., with burial to follow in
the Post Cemetery at Fort Sill.
The Becker Funeral Home
of Lawton, Okla., is in charge
of the funeral and burial
arrangements.
The deceased, age 48, died
Thursday at 11:45 p. m. at the
Veterans Hospital, Oklahoma
City. He was a resident of 4903
Edinburgh Lane, Lawton,
Okla., a member of the
Catholic Church, and a 32nd
Degree Mason.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Helen Delaney, Lawton; three
sons, Theodore P. Delaney,
Jr., Murray, Sp5 Phillip P.
Delaney, Seoul, Korea, and
James E. Delaney, Columbus,
Ga.; two daughters, Mrs.
Nancy Lynn Stahl, Berlin,
Germany, and Mrs. Madeline
McAbee, Woodburn, Ind.; one
sister, Mrs. Frances Purcell,







"Consumer and Health Care
Services" will be the topic
under discussion for the
second in the series of lun-
cheon programs on "Con-
sumerism" at the United
Campus Ministry this Wed-
nesday.
Hewlett Cooper, state health
department official from the
Community Health Office, and
Dr. C. C. Lowry, local
physician and surgeon, will
discuss the National Health
Planning and Resources
Development Act of 1974,
proposed legislation intended
to involve consumers more




economics and next week's
program will focus on the
student as consumer.
The luncheons are held each
Wednesday at the UCM from
12:30 to 1:20. The cost of the
meal is ELM and the public is
welcome to attend. For in-
formation or reservations call
753-3531.
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Air Conditioning




will begin a class on Farm
Equipment Air Conditioning
on Saturday, January 31 at
8:30 a.m. The class will be
held for three Saturdays from
8:30 a.m. until 3:00p.m. There
will be a $1.00 registration fee.
The course will cover basic




Shaeffer will be the instructor
for the 18-hour course.
To enroll in the course, call
753-1870 between the hours of
8:00 a.m. and 3:30 p.m., or
visit the Murray Area
Vocational School at South
18th at Sycamore in Murrely.
Two hundred twenty five
students are included on the
first semester honor roll at
Calloway County High School,
according to • the., school
principal, Ron McAlister.
The principal said 36
students made all A's and 189
made all A's and B's. Honor
roll students comprise 29 per
cent of the entire student
body, the principal said.
Students making the honor
roll are listed alphabetically
by grade as follows:
SENIORS
All A's-Pat Adams, Linda
Avery, Kathie Broach, Danny
Buttain, Kathy Calhoun, Gena
Cleaver, Regina Cook,





and Vicki Lynn Weatherford.
All A's and B's-Clara
Adams, Stanley Anderson,
Cindy Aailev. Cindy Bennett,
Sandy Bibb, Becky Black-
ford, Mary Bonner, Ken 0.
Brandon, Sharon Buchanan,
Rhonda Burkeen, Karen
Causey, Debbie Cherry, Andy
Coles, Hal Crouch, Teresa
Erwin, Anthony Fike, Pam
Foster, Teresa Gibson,
Barbara Briffin, Kathy
Harding, Douglas Holt, Ronne
Holt, Sherry Haley, Cynthia






Pierce, Sondra Pogue, Diane
Rhodes, Tommy Riley, Joe
Pat Robertson, Cindy Rogers,
Lisa Rogers, Ann Ross, Kathy
Scott, Bonnie Smith, Lisa
Smith, Sherry Snyder, Sandra
Starts, Krit Stubblefield,
Donna Lynn Tabers, Teresa
Turley, Kenneth White,




Kevin Bowen, Debora Mae
Eldridge, Jill Falwell,
Patricia Melvin, Teri Morris,
Vanessa Stone, Cindy
Williams.
All A's and B's-Donna
Adams, Rhonda Adams,
Debbie Brooks, Cresti Bucy,
Jerry Byerly, Vickie Ray




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Merger of city and county
governments in Kentucky
could become more difficult
under a bill introduced in the
Kentucky House of
Representatives.
The measure would require
a number of voters equal to
one-fourth of those who voted
in the last general election to
sign a petition before a
merger proposal could be
drawn up for voter approval.
Under present law, a
merger could be set in motion
if just five per cent of the
voters in the last general
election sign a petition
requesting a referendum on
the subject.
The bill was sponsored by
two legislators who represent
Boyd County in the House-
Rep. Charles Hobrook, R-




proposal last November that




There has been a petition
drive in Franklin County for
unified government, but the
effort has not gone beyond the
petition stage.
Currently the only merged
government in the state is that
of Lexington-Fayette County
Ford.
(Continued from Page 1)
year, down from 8.3 per cent
in December 1975. That means
nearly 6.6 million jobseekers
still will be unable to find
work.
-Inflation will decline to
about 6 per cent during the
year, compared with 7 per
cent last year.
-The economy will grow
between 8 and 6.5 per cent, as
measured by the nation's
Gross National Product. The
GNP declined 2 per cent in
1975 and 1.8 per cent in 1974
Terry Joseph Compton,
Christi Conaway, Eddie W.
Dillon, Terri Erwin, Kandi















Sykes, Sherri Thomas, Renee
Thompson, Beverly Tobey,
Pamela J. Todd, Pamela M.
Todd, Wanda Watkins, Don
Watson, Leslie Wilfred.
SOPHOMORES
All A's-Gail Brame, Lisa
Cleaver, Jar= Cooper, Betty
Easley, Nada Frazier, Geneva
Garland, Emily Imes.





Gay Darnell, Lenna Kay
Duke, Kathi Jean Duncan,
Karen Lynn Edwards, Sheila
Fay Evans, Jane Farley,
Tammy Feltner, Regina
Gentry, Jane Gibson, Jeanne
Gray, Sandra Hale, Everett
Hart, Brenda Hicks, Jerry
Houston, Denise Howard, Jim
Hudspeth, Kevin Hutson,
Michael Irvin, Rex Jackson,
Laura Jarrett, Cynthia
Legislature.
local revenues. One LRC
analyst spent a day and a half
preparing a fiscal note to the
bill, and would have spent
longer but the sponsor with-
drew the measure.
Other bills may be all but
impossible to measure in
terms of fiscal impact, Conn
said. For example, a collec-
tive bargaining measure
would doubtless have a
financial effect on local and
state government, but how
does one begin measuring that
impact?
What some legislators fear
is that the fiscal note
requirement could become a
convenient excuse for holding
bills in committee.
The rules say no final action
shall be taken by a committee
on a bill "until a fiscal note is
presented to the committee."
Another potential means of
political maneuvering is a
provision of the rules that
requires fiscal notes for floor
amendments. If an amend-
ment has fiscal implications,
the amendment's sponsor is
supposed to request a fiscal
analysis.
If an amendment is
introduced on the floor without
a fiscal note, any member
may raise the question of
fiscal implication, and a
majority vote would suffice to
require the LRC staff to draft
a fiscal note.
The bill would then be held
up until the fiscal note was
filed.
Guidelines drafted by Conn
for the LRC staff say fiscal
notes for amendments should
be given top priority, and 
should be completed within 24
hours of the request, if
possible.
However, the rules adopted
by both houses also provide
that a majority of members
could vote to approve a bill as
amended, without a fiscal note
attached. Observers have
suggested that what happens
to a bill in that case would
depend on whether it has the
backing ofthe administration.
If it does, it sails through, if
not it is held up. However, the
leadership of both houses has
defended the fiscal note
policy.
House Speaker Bill Kenton,
1)-Lexington, said there is no
intent to delay legislation, but
to forewarn legislators of
financial implications that
may not be obvious.
And last week, House
Majority Leader Bobby
Richardson, D-Glasgow,
advised members of the house
to "use discretion so we won't
put any molasses on the
track."
Citing the concern of LRC
Director Conn that the buildup
of &tad note requests will bog
down the legislative proceSa;
Richardson did a little back-
pedaling. He told the mem-
bers "you don't have to have
(a fiscal note) if there is nuts
great deal of fiscal ram-
mification to the bill."
Lassiter, Roger Johnson,




Miller, Garry Morris, Richie
Morris, Jo Beth Norwood, Nix
Ann Osborn, Patricia Parrish,
Kenneth Paschall, Pam
Pierce, Craig Redden, Metzi
Redick, Keith Wayne Starks,
Tina Thompson, Janet Gail








All A's and B's-Marion
Adams, Sharion Adams, Patty
Bynum, David Cohoon, Carol
Cooper, Charlotte Coursey,
Fticide Cunningham, Mary
Ellen Denny, Cindy Duncan,
Steve Enoch, Jimmy Hale,
Lisa Hoke, Gail Jewell, Kim
Johnson, Eric Kelleher, Karol




Brenda Miller, Nancy Mur-
dock, Dale Orr, Rene Overby,
Jackie Parker, Terry
Paschall, Rose Ross, Janet
Rowland, Tanunie Rudolph,
Victor Simmons, Dawn Sledd,




Teresa Wilson, Mark Win-
chester, Stephanie Wyatt.
(Continued from Page 1)
Meanwhile, the guidelines
drafted by Conn for his staff of
fiscal analysts specify that
fiscal note requests must be
written, not verbal. Conn said
he has informed all legislators
of the need to fill out forms
when they want a bill's
financial impact determined.




EDDYVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
Police and Kentucky State
Penitentiary officials have
launched a search for an
inmate who escaped from a
minimum-security dormitory
at the prison farm, peniten-
tiary Supt. Henry Cowan said.
The inmate, Lawrence
Greer, 24, of Madisonville, had
been at the 2,400 acre farm,
five miles from the maximum-
security penitentiary, since
last June, Cowan said.
He said Greer, who was
serving 16 years for safe
burglary and would have been
eligible for parole in 1978,
disappeared after being
assigned to a farm job Sun-
day.
Cowan said Greer would
face an escape charge that
could carry a sentence of up to
five years.
Nomadic tribes of Kurds mi-
grate twice a year between
Iraq and Iran, crossing at a
frontier bridge to avoid the in-
tense Iraqi heat in summer and
the cold winters on the plains
of Iran.
Carroll Budget Expected To
Include Incentive To Breeders
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) -
Gov. Julian Carroll's state
budget proposal is expected to
include money for a program
to encourage trotting horse
breeders to keep stallions in
Kentucky.
Breeders at the annual
district meeting of the United
States Trotting Association
were told Saturday that the
governor's budget allocates
1220,000 to provide an in-
centive for breeders to stay in
Kentucky.
The money would go toward
a sire stakes program that
could provide more than
$700,000 annually to owners of
the sires of winning Kentucky-




FRANKFORT, Kr (AP) -
House Speaker William
Kenton, 1)-Lexington, has
offered his office to the public
as a forum for com-
munication.
Kenton hopes it will en-
courage Kentuckians to
become more involved in
government. Anyone wishing
to communicate ideas,
criticisms or opinions may
write to the "People's Voice"
care of the speaker's office,
State Capitol in Frankfort.
"Many Kentuckians do not
have a clear understanding of
the committee system utilized
by the General Assembly in
the conduct of its business,"
Kenton said. "Many of our
citizens may not know how, to
whom or where to direct their
comments relative to
legislative matters."
The speaker said any mail
received at his office would be
promptly forwarded to the
correct legislative committee
or legislator for consideration.
He said lack of time and
adequate staff would prevent
him and most other legislators
from personally answering
such mail, but he promised
that the public input would
receive consideration.
He also said he did not in-
tend the program to replace
direct communication bet-
ween a legislator and his
constituents.
"It is rather more to sup-
plement it and to give to the
house committees the benefit
of more substantive citizen
input relative to the com-
mittee's work," he said.
races at the Red Mile,
Latonia, Louisville Downs and
Midwest Harness.
The breeders have offered
to put up $1,000 per stallion, or
the stallion's fee, in addition to
the state money.
And as an incentive to more
frequent breeding of the
Kentucky stallions, the
breeders would add $100 for
each mare bred to the sire
receiving the award.
That would bring the
program's value to more than
$700,000, the breeders said.
The program would begin in
1977.
"It's going to be a godsend,"
said Red Mile President Biff








awards to breeders of winners
in certain races.
Carroll will outline his





LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
A crowd of antibusing
protesters escorted by police
marched about five miles
without incident through
Indian Hills, an east Jefferson
County neighborhood where
opposition to courtordered
integration of area schools has
not been vocal.
County Police said about 800
marchers paraded through
the area for about three hours
Saturday. John Shore,
chairman of Union Labor
Against Busing, the group that
organized the march, said
there were 2,500.
Some residents walked into
their front yards and waved,
and it appeared that a few
joined the march, but most
watched from inside their
houses.
Miss Your Paper!
Subscribers who have not
received their home-
delivered copy of The
Murray lodger & Times by
5:30 p. m. aro urged to call
753-1116 between 5:30 p. m.
and 6 p. pa. to insure
delivery of the newspaper.





A U.S. Treasury note exists with
a face amount of $500 million,
bearing interest at 6.25 per cent
for 14 years. Each annual interest
payment is $31.25 million.






17761 That's NI 17.76% off store specials during tin month of January atthe Growing Northwest Merray Merchants: Special Occasion, Showcase,Pet World, Blackford House, JuanIta's Flowers and Marcile'sFashions, The Men's Store! 17761 That's III 17.76% off store specialsawing the mouth of January. A licontonnisl Salute from tho growing northwestNorm merchants, 121 bypass a Colihrotor Rond...The Men's Store, Mar-cile's Fashions, Juanita's Flowers, Blackford House, Pet World,Showcase, Special Occasion. 17761 That's Ni 17.76% Off stirs specialsduring this month only!
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